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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE fMETHODS AHU SCOPE OP THIS PAPER
.'
CHAPTER I
PURPOSE, METHODS ADD SCOPE OP THIS PAPER
Problem and Methods
It is the purpose of this thesis to present the best
possible sequence of topics for a grade nine art course,
and to show by means of unit organization how audiovisual
aids can be used to best advantage in the classroom presenta-
tion of one of these topics. The outline is intended to
serve as a guide for the preparation of pupils as producers
and consumers of art by the presentation of activities which
provide for pupil interests and needs. The study has been
made with the hope that it will be helpful where outlines
are especially needed, as in the case of the new and in-
experienced art teacher. Due to the fact that both the unit
method in teaching and the classroom use of audiovisual aids
are comparatively recent developments, and also because they
are not methods confined to the field of art, there is a
dearth of such organized art material. The present writer
hopes that this thesis will prove useful to the extent that
visual education will be promoted and that instructors will
find the unit method of teaching a flexible and successful
plan which they will deem it advisable to adopt.
-1-
#'
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2To accomplish the first purpose the writer read pertinent
literature in the field, including a selected number of
courses of study from various school systems. Textbooks,
periodicals and research articles were read for the purpose
of obtaining objectives, a knowledge of current trends in
art education, and a more thorough understanding of subject
matter with which the curriculum is concerned. Art syllabi
were reviewed for an insight into specific objectives of art
courses and topical areas at the various grade levels. The
latter source of study revealed a variety of methods of or-
ganization. The writer then applied the principles of unit
organization to one of the topics of the proposed art course
1/
according to one of the devised methods. Finally, a ref-
erence list of audiovisual aids for art teachers was selected
to appear in the appendix.
The General Objectives of Secondary School Art
The present aim of art education is to promote art as
a way of life which provides for pupils social and individual
2/
aesthetic experience and growth. Art activities fostering
this objective contribute both to the preparation of all
pupils as consumers of art in daily living, and also to their
1/ Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching.
Boston: Houghton,Mifflin Company, 1940.
Leon L. Winslow, Encyclopedia of Modem Education
,
Harry
Ef. Rivlin, Editor, The Philosophical Library of Hew York,
1943, p. 54.
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development as producers of art according to their ability*
The objectives of art courses of study in many of the larger
cities throughout the country have a general aim followed by
more specific objectives. Typical objectives are recorded
here for illustration:
Objectives
a. In all Public School Art:
To provide every child with the experiences which
will help him to see, to understand, and to use
beauty in the world in which he lives.
3
b. In Junior High School Art:
1.
To build a basis for art judgment.
2„ To increase the ability to express one T s self in
art materials.
3. To emphasize the phases of art that are a part
of everyone's general education— as, sense of
organization, manual dexterity, alert observation,
working knowledge of color and design, some
knowledge of the art achievements of our own
and other countries.
4. To provide opportunity for the use of the associa-
tion of ideas that we call imagination.
5. To conserve and guide creative talent in students
giving evidence of possessing it.
6. To help students to see the inter-relation of
the arts of music, painting, sculpture, the dance,
literature, behavior.
c. In Group living :
1. To enable students to solve as they present them-
selves, school problems that call for art judgment.
2. To furnish opportunity for the discipline of
sincere effort.
3. Growing appreciation of beauty wherever it occurs.
4. Growing respect for integrity in art as opposed
to the toleration of useless and tawdry articles.
5. To help students create an orderly environment.
6. To enable students to work amiably with others,
and for others. ,
7. To use tools and materials safely.
3j los Angeles Public Schools, Junior High School Art , page 1.
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4Objectives for art education in the junior high school.
1. To provide wide experience in seeing.
2. To offer opportunities for the development of
creative expression.
3. To develop a sensitiveness to, and an apprecia-
tion of, art values in the common things of our
environment
.
4. To enrich life through the ability to judge,
select, arrange and enjoy things. 4/
5. To discover, foster, and train gifted pupils. —
The foregoing quoted objectives stress art education for
consumer values, and rightly so, though care should be taken
in such instances that activities do not thereby become
stultified. Whereas the art teacher is concerned primarily
with the education of all pupils as consumers of art, he
should also provide opportunity and criticism for the develop-
ment of talent of artistically gifted pupils. The products
of talented students may be used as a basis of instruction and
stimulation for other pupils. Furthermore, art production
should be experienced in some degree by all pupils, thus pro-
viding a means of creative activity, which inevitably leads
to self realization. The instructor may provide each pupil
with the opportunity for working at his level with a variety
of media for creative expression in activities planned to meet
the primary needs of all pupils. The pupil will thereby ex-
perience art actively, giving concrete expression to artistic
ideas. The experiences of the individual, his native ability
and world of fancy, are starting points for creative expres-
sion. Thus art becomes an exploratory activity, and evaluation
4/Department of Public Schools, Junior High School Art Educa-
tion
, Providence, PJhode Island, 1935, p.l.
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should be measured by the effect of this activity on the
educative and social growth of the individual rather than
by a cursory inspection of the art product itself. Better
individuals make a better society. Art is aesthetic activity
Art for leisure time activities should help people meet life
with the spirit of experiment and enjoyment, providing thereby
5/
a means of emotional security. Such a type of creative
activity is expressive of the spirit and is abundantly
evident in products of primitive and peasant society. ^
Appreciation, on the other hand, is impressive and cultivated
through intellectual training, resulting in culture. Growth
in expressive art work is from the concrete to the abstract
in ever-increasing control over materials for the crystalliza-
7/
tion of feelings, meanings and interests. Appreciation
comes later in the form of deepened understanding of other
people, of the external world, and of the artist himself.
5/ !?elix Payant, Our Changing Art Education . Keramic Studio
Publishing Company, Columbus, Ohio, 1935, p.6.
6/Eelix Payant, Ibid
.
,
p.45.
7/ Leon L. Winslow, Art in Secondary Education , McGraw-Hill
Book Company , Inc.
,
Hew York, 1941, p.8.
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Major Aspects of the Art Program
Educative growth in art education ,— Peeling secure in
the reliability of the major aim of art pedagogy, it seems
desirable at this point to continue by consideration of
certain elements of art education. Educative growth is of
primary importance, for mental growth is learning. With
reference to the pupil's immediate needs, and the desired
change to be made in him, growth may be predetermined.
Immediate goals differ from main art objectives in that they
are more widely differentiated. Por success in this endeavor
certain situations may call for placing stress on courtesy.
Other cases may need to emphasize development of emotional
stability or improvement of health. Where attention is
given to the growth of personality it may be achieved to some
extent by the proper study of art appreciation. Social im-
plications may be studied in the paintings of Daumier,
8/Whistler and Van Gogh. “ Growth may be furthered with in-
formational facts, enriched with constantly added bits of
9/
knowledge for direct use and easy assimilation. As the
pupil grows he becomes capable of increased learning.
10/
6/ Progressive
_
Education Association, The Visual Arts in
General Education
.
D.Appleton-Century Company, ftew York,
1§40, p.75.
9/ William Whitford, An Introduction to Art Education , D.
Xpple ton-Century Company, Pew York, 1929, p.2o6.
10/ Roy 0. Billett, 0£. cit .
.
p.126.
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Growth in skill arises from an increased demand for greater
11/
satisfaction in expression. The controversial subject of
growth evidenced by creative activity is coming to light in
progressive art circles. Alice Schoelkopf claims that"growth
12 /demands that creative effort be guided.” — Letting the child
create without ever receiving suggestions or information is
now a discarded procedure. ITellie Merrick describes necessary
JSJ
pupil attitudes for educative growth in the following paragraph
A child must be active, both mentally and
physically in order to grow. He must have freedom
to move, to investigate, to try out his ideas, to
initiate projects, to assume responsibilities, to
find his place in the group, to work with materials;
for only as learning is used does it take on real
meaning and persist.
In summarizing curriculum provisions for growth, it may
be assumed that the art program should be planned to produce
immediate social and aesthetic growth relative to individual
needs for an increased power of learning which may be realized
by constantly directed study.
Integration .— Thile serious attempts have been made to
integrate art with other courses of study in grade nine, the
success of these does not compare favorably with the integra-
tion of art and other studies in the lower grades, where
11/ Progressive Education Association, 0£. cit •
,
pp. 69-70.
12 / Alice Schoelkopf, nArt Curriculum”, Teachers ' College
Record, February, 1936, Volume 37, p.383.
13/ ITellie Merrick, "A Unified Arts Experiment", School
Heview
, September, 1944, p.414.
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teachers are more familiar with the subject matter of all the
14/
other courses in which the pupils engage. In some instances
the gains to be made by actual correlation of art with other
courses of study do not warrant the extra effort* Especially
is this found to be true when progress in art is delayed due
to the emphasis of social studies or any other subject which
15/
happens to be the core* "The integration of art should be
with daily living, and with school subject matter represented
by the various fields rather than with the courses of study
themselves. „ IS/ It has been suggested that art activities
receive emphasis in the degree in which they will function
17/
in daily life. — Whenever it seems desirable an actual project
in the home, community or school gives pupils opportunity to
make socially useful application of their knowledge. Basic
concepts of art knowledge should be given pupils primarily
18/
for functional training.
To summarize the possibilities of integration, it may be
found that art should function aesthetically in the integrated
life of the pupil in his home, community, and school rather
than with other courses of study.
14/ Winslow, op. cit *, pp. 21-22.
15/ Ibid ., p.22.
16/ Leon L. Winslow, The Integrated School Art Program
,
IcCraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., Hew York, 1939, p.32.
17/ Ibid., p.17.
18/ William Whitford, o£. cit.
,
p.87.
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Motivation
.
— Psychological factors of the adolescent
may be used to determine a means of motivation in art courses.
Certain psychological principles have been postulated or
proven by experiment which, when applied to lesson procedures,
make them more meaningful. The adolescent is marked more or
less by certain characteristics. Inevitably, social interests
are budding, so that it may be desirable to group pupils from
time to time according to interests, always remembering to
11/
regard pupils as individuals within the group. Interest
span is longer, but care should be taken to avoid emphasis
20 /
on excellency of technique. Pupils should be encouraged
to express new ideas and to experiment. The adolescent shows
21 /initial understanding of adult emotions. In art appreciation
this beginning may bear fruit. Several writers testify that
marked success in art teaching has been attained by building
22/
art courses around interests of the age. Eugene Steinhof
proposes an explanation of this fact when he points out that
in science the approach is from teacher to pupil; in art the
23/
approach is reversed by being from pupil to teacher. The
field of research has yielded some assistance to the cause,
19/ Leon L. tfinslow, Art in Secondary Education
,
op . cit .
,
p.13.
20/ Felix Payant, op . cit ., p.36.
21 / Felix Payant, Ibid .
,
p.36.
22/ L.M. Grupert, "Photography and Art Education”, School Arts
,
November
,
1944, pp. 79-83.
23/ Eugene Steinhopf
,
Art Education Today
,
Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia University, Few York, 1935,
p. 18.
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for on© of the most valuable types of psychological experiment
24/
has been that dealing with art interests and preferences.
The findings of this group indicate primarily that adolescents
25 /
usually judge art from a subjective point of view. The
interest element is almost unanimously agreed upon by educators
as being paramount in the will to learn. This is mentioned
by Thomas Monroe who has said that interest is often an in-
26/
dication of creative ability. Leon Winslow makes two addi-
tional contributions to the interest element in the teaching
of art. He claims that a grade nine general art course should
be built around pupil interests, whereas a technical or voca-
27/
tional course should emphasize materials. He also comments
on the provision of new interests:
The art teacher should not be dependent
on interests that children already have, but
should often stimulate children to acquire new
interests that without art instruction they
might never develop at all. Of course, in-
terests should not be introduced that are too
mature for the child to comprehend. 28
/
Milton Fox supplies a list of typical interests of the
adolescent to be modified for individual variations of
£4/ Hay Faulkner ,"Art in American Life and Education? Fortieth
Yearbook of the national Society for the Study of Education
,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois
,
1941,
p<>370.
25/Betty Lark-Horowitz
,
"On Art Appreciation of Children",
Journal of Educational Research
, 1937, pp. 118-137.
26/ Thomas Monroe, Fortieth Yearbook of the H.E.A., op.cit.,
p.314 .
27/Leon Winslow, Art in Secondary Education
,
op . cit
.
,
p.80.
28/ Leon Winslow, Ibid . , p.13.
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29/
environment or heritage. These interests are as follows:
Sports, adventure, comhat, wrecks, fires,
war, most forms of exciting activity, strange
customs of foreign peoples, science for quasi-
science) machinery, clothes, personal appearance,
realistic images of real people f especially public
figures like actors) and some forms of fantasy.
Mr. Fox also suggests that subjects have an aura of
actuality and practicality. The age demands obviousness
30/
of implication and direct statement.
By way of summary of the element of motivation of learn-
ing, the art teacher may take into account the interests which
boys and girls inevitably seem to have, also those interests
which it is desirable for them to acquire, in the planning
of an art course of study.
Differentiation .— Art classes vary with respect to
communities, schools and pupils. Courses of study should be
flexible in order to meet the problems presented by different
situations. Large schools have the advantages which accompany
more extensive materials and a greater number of teachers and
classes, making specialization possible. The successful
function of specialized courses is mentioned by Mr. William
31/
Whitford. A course in architecture given in the Central
High School, Washington, D.C., has received the acclaim of
architects throughout the country for the successful prepara-
tion of its pupils for the profession. Ho doubt Leon Winslow
2§/ Milton Fox, Art Education Today, 1940, op. cit., p.17w Ibid . . p.17.
31/ William Whitford, 0£. cit .
.
p.130.
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32/
had similar situations in mind when he proposed that:
a large school should he a basis of further
differentiated courses where there are a
considerable number of pupils desiring to
go on with their studies. For this group
the inauguration of an art major curriculum
should make it possible for them to take
more advanced courses in the commercial or
industrial art field or in architecture,
painting or sculpture.
Since most schools do not fall in the group which makes
specialization possible, general art courses of an exploratory
nature are more practical. The nature of the community-
industrial, residential or rural- should be an indication of
needs to be met by the curriculum. Due to the fact that a
wide range of ability may be expected in any class, effort
should be made to provide a great variety of problems. Gifted
pupils should be given every opportunity to develop their
33/
talents by being permitted to try more difficult problems.
As a rule, gifted pupils should not be allowed to specialize
34/
until a later period. The mentally bright are sometimes
poor in handwork and in such cases especially the pupil should
be encouraged to work with a great variety of media to discover
one which is suited to his ability. Large materials are easier
to handle than the small ones, which are more adapted to
greater skill. The opposite condition may be found where
pupils may be below average mentally though they have excep-
tional manual skill. These pupils have been known to show
32/ L. Winslow, The Integrated School Art Program, op.cit.,
p. 202.
33/ Progressive Education Association, op. cit
. ,
p.52.
M/ Ibid ., p. 52.
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great interest in marionettes or simpler puppets. Pupils who
are not especially bright should not he expected to theorize.
Greatest enjoyment for them arises from an increased power
of manual skill.
To summarize the various problems of differentiation
which confront the educator for solution, it has been suggested
that with the social and vocational needs of the group in mind,
the teacher should plan art lessons which are suited to the
differing talents of the pupils within the group.
Self expression .— One of the most valuable activities
of the art class is self expression for mental relaxation.
In this sense art is an indulgence for leisure time activities.
The transformation of clay or paper into lines, planes, forms,
and color has spiritual values which may often be transmitted
to the observer. Art materials are irresistable to children
of all ages. Clay is obliging; its behavior is above reproach.
Water colors, on the other hand, are elusive. They play
delightful tricks which amuse children even in the lower grades
Working with these materials is an adventure and an absorbing
pastime. Though they may be regarded as fads of art educators,
the invention of finger painting and the revival of stencil
art have had considerable publicity and are important in that
they offer new media for the development of self expression,
the first step toward creative expression. It is imperative
that in the beginning not too much emphasis be placed on the
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excellence of the product. If creativeness has been the
objective, then the product should be judged, ’’not by the
process, but by the product and by the ability of the one
35/
who created it.” If the soothing pathways of art are
trod for therapeutic reasons, production is ’’symptomatic
of the emotive feeling of the moment and the child should be
permitted such outlets entirely aside from his vocational
career.” —^ Caroline Zachry expresses her belief in art
37/
as an emotional stabilizer in the following idea:
....Education is our great opportunity for
preventive work for developing a mentally healthy
individual. And because through childhood he has
never learned to do anything else
,
the adult finds
more escape in the movies, in trivial entertainment
with no thought that he himself can get joy and
relief and emotional outlet in creative ability
of his own. Creative endeavor through the arts
has more to contribute to wholesome living than
any other single factor I know.
Alice Schoelkopf stresses the need for methods which
will produce worth while art products as the result of
38/
creative expression.
35/ Paul Rankin, "Diagnosis and Remedial Instruction in
(Treativeness”
,
Thirty~Fourth Yearbook of the national Society
for the Study of Education
.
Public School Publishing Company,
Moomingion, Illinois
,
1935, p.494.
36/ Caroline B. Zachry, "The Role of Art in Personality
TTevelopment"
,
Mental Hygiene
,
January, 1933, Vol. 17:54.
37/ Ibid
. ,
p. 58.
38 / Alice Schoelkopf, "Art Curriculum", Teachers College
Record
, 1936, Vol. 37, p.387.
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Placing a premium upon creative work merely
because it is creative is an all too popular
fallacy. Therein lies the vulnerable point for
much of the criticism that has been directed at
the newer type of educational procedure, especially
in art. Creative work is not too sacred to be
criticized, weighed and accepted as its merits
or weaknesses warrant.
In summarizing the element of self expression in art,
it may be noted that all pupils benefit emotionally by self
expression. This should be directed into the right channels
so that it may develop into a higher form of art known as
creative expression.
Conclusion .— To conclude the discussion of elements
which must enter into curriculum planning the following list
39/
of questions to be met in curriculum planning is presented:
1. What art problems are common to everyone ?
2. What are some of the real art problems which
children have in their school lives ?
Primary, Intermediate, Junior and Senior High
School ?
3. How may the personnel of the class differ as
to its needs ? Individuals in the class ?
Classes in the school ? Communities ? Cities ?
4. Should the plan be to teach primarily the
curriculum, the class, methods, principles,
formal steps, devices, the individual ?
5. What should be emphasized in building a plan
of work ? Why are some persons taught art for
twelve years in public schools only to derive
little benefit from it ?
59/ Helix ftayant. Our Changing Art Education
,
op. cit.
,
p.21.
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6. What are some of the tests of a real art
activity ?
7. What should be the attitude of the teacher ?
Dictator ? Servant of the group ? Advisor ?
8. What are the psychological characteristics
of the individual in the class ? Interests ?
Social needs ?
9. In evaluating the results of an activity was
it worth while in answering present needs ?
What was learned ? What 1 leading on' qualities
were involved ? What principles were led up to?
10. Taking into consideration lTo.8 and Do. 9, how
may a project answer necessary requirements ?
How may an activity miss arriving anywhere and
yet appear to be satisfactory ?
11. What emphasis should be placed on skill ? How
does this vary with different persons and ages ?
12. What is valuable integration? How may correla-
tion be a meaningless waste ?
13. What are the sources of stimulation in art ?
14. What is the difference between a logical and
a psychological approach ?
15. What is the importance of group problems ?
16. How much emphasis should be put on processes ?
The foregoing problems of the art program concern both
the curriculum and methods of art administration. Selected
topics for a grade nine art course will appear in Chapter II
which appear to deal successfully with these art curricula
problems. Chapter III, dealing with methods, will bring
these problems to further light, for therein lies the best
opportunity to make application of modern philosophy of
art education.
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CHAPTER II
GENERAL ART COURSE FOR GRADE NINE

CHAPTER II
GENERAL ART COURSE FOR GRADE DINE
Basis of Art Course
Review of six art courses ,— At the present time art
course outlines seem to be scarce and difficult to obtain.
From the many requests which were made for art outlines from
areas representing the different sections of the country the
following cities responded with noteworthy syllabi: Detroit,
Michigan; Cleveland, Ohio; Providence, Rhode Island; los
Angeles, California. State outlines were received from Raleigh,
North Carolina, and Little Rock, Arkansas.
As may be expected, there is considerable similarity of
objectives. To avoid repetition many of these objectives and
their sources may be found in the later pages of the proposed
art course.
The Arkansas State Department of Education has published
an excellent list of art activities. A few of the topics of
these activities are :
Solving Some School Art Problems
Free Expression in Composition
Art in Crafts and Decoration
Print Processes in Pictorial Composition
Pottery and Modeling
All material other than that which appears under the topic
is short and to the point. The preliminary suggestions are
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brief, including objectives, suggested procedure, criteria
for judging effective teaching and administering the art pro-
gram. References follow the list of art activities under each
topic. A later chapter is devoted to class problems, including
such items as care of art materials, exhibit methods, and the
appearance of the classroom. Explanation of art phases is
outlined, and detailed directions for technical art processes
are given as well as an appendix of suggested references.
,
Raleigh, Forth Carolina, puts out an equally commendable
art course outline. Considerable space, about one-half of
the book, is given to a discussion of the philosophy of art
education. The art topics and also the activities under them
present broad themes. Although there is only one activity
presented under each of the twenty-two topics for each grade,
activity selection from any grade level and experimentation
are encouraged. The following list contains typical topics :
Interior Design
Textiles
Costume Design and Illustration
Architecture
Industrial Design
Crafts and construction work are given considerable attention
in a separate chapter in which there are recipes for processes
contributed by teachers in many of the schools of the state.
Additional descriptions of technical processes are described
in a later chapter of the book.
The Providence, Rhode Island, outline is the least ex-
tensive of the reviewed courses. Some topics which appear are:
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Pictorial Maps
Representation
Craft Problem
lettered Quotations
Each of the above topics is outlined in procedure steps. Ob-
jectives of each topic are stated. The Providence outline
makes the only attempt at topic-by-topic correlation with
other school studies. Ideas for integration of art and
social science topics are presented in a special list of topics
called "suggested art integration."
Los Angeles, California, publishes art course material
in several separate forms. A five-page mimeographed paper
gives a general description of the art courses, topics, ob-
jectives and reference books. Twenty-two topics are listed
and defined. A supplementary paper about color states specif-
ic objectives, items for observation, discussion and expression
of color theory together with definitions and color facts.
The nature of art administration is expressed in a paragraph
from a letter written by Miss Ida Anderson, the art supervisor,
as follows:
On all levels, we depend less upon a fixed
written course of study, an 1? more upon a close
relationship between principal, teacher and super-
visors. We feel that this procedure is in harmony
both with our educational ideals and with the fact
that Los Angeles is composed of many localities
varying greatly in character and student needs.
t
Cleveland, Ohio, presents the most extensive city outline.
Emphasis is on correlation. Art's contribution to general
education is pointed out by linking art with the seven
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objectives of general education, namely :
1. Health
2. The American Way of Life
3. Consumer Education
4. Fundamental Processes
5. Occupations
6. Social Behavior
7. Leisure
Art is correlated with the following cultural agencies of
Cleveland: the Cleveland Public Library, the Educational
Museum, Station WBOE( owned and operated by the Cleveland Board
of Education), Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland Museum of
Natural History, the Health Museum, the Garden Center and
other agencies.
The general analysis of the art program states these six
topics:
Drawing and Painting
Design
Color
Crafts
Art Appreciation
History of Art
Correlation of fine and applied arts with music, poetry, and
the dance is proposed due to the occurrence in each of the
principles of proportion, balance, emphasis, contrast, rhythm
and harmony. Aesthetic similarity is shown in the expression
of grace in the works of Mozart, Tennyson and Raphael. A
different approach may be made by a study of Greek sculpture,
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architecture, dance and drama. The value of correlation is
pointed out by mention of the fact that the correlation of
art and English or other subjects may encourage the student
to greater attainment in all studies through self-confidence
which accompanies success. Correlative activities for every
subject are given. Art activities are listed under each of
the above six general topics and under other art subjects as
well. A bibliography concludes the course of study.
Detroit, Michigan, has a very comprehensive art outline,
included in five separate syllabi. The first outline. Tenta-
tive Outline for Course of Study in Art Education in Inter-
mediate Schools
,
suggests units of work and also materials
and tools necessary for the carrying on of these activities.
The units listed are as follows:
Handicrafts
Graphic and Plastic Arts
Commercial Art
Clothing Art
Home Architecture and Furnishings
Garden Design and the Civic Plan
Art Appreciation
Although procedures for activities under these topics are not
included in the outline under discussion, the list suggests
a variety of activities and media to fire the teacher with
new lesson ideas. The second syllabus contains a detailed
study of housing in Detroit, nutrition, leisure and aviation.
Under "housing” clearance of slums, traffic problems, housing
projects, and recreation facilities are discussed from a ma-
ture viewpoint. A substantial list of craft projects
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constitutes leisure activities. Relation of nutrition and art
is accomplished and the suggestion of a unit on aviation seems
to be modern and with definite appeal. The third syllabus.
Oriental Art
,
includes plans for all grades through high school
The paper is largely a study of practical and fine arts of
China* Art units which would be a natural outgrowth of this
study are listed. The fourth syllabus, Carnegie Course and
Exhibition to Aid in the Appreciation of the Arts
,
is an art
appreciation course outline of lectures given at the Detroit
Institute of Arts. The outline emphasizes the uses of art
elements and states examples of their application. Laboratory
work and reading are assigned for each lecture. The final
development appears in a second syllabus on Art of the Orient
,
including India and Japan. Each country is to be studied with
respect to geographic, historic, and artistic features. A
limited list of activities is given.
Selected topics
,
activities and objectives from the
reviewed art courses .— The foregoing studies have yielded
objectives which appear in the following art course for grade
nine. Although the infinitive form is less desirable as a
statement of an objective, since the objectives are quoted
directly, they have been kept in the original infinitive form.
To facilitate the recording of references, a code has been
used to indicate the source of the objective, and of the activ-
ities. Two numbers are to be found at the end of each quotation-
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the first refers to the location of the reference in the bibli-
ography, and the second to the page on which the quotation is
to be found in the reference. The course outline is complete
with respect to objectives and topics although the activities
under each topio need additional careful planning with inter-
mediate activities and simple lessons omitted here lest the
thesis become too cumbersome. Each topic should receive con-
sideration for unit organization before administration to an
art class. Activities under the various topics have been
selected for harmony with modern educational principles, for
broad suggestions and for new ideas.
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A. COLOR
1. Objective: To develop color sensitiveness and an increas-
ing knowledge of harmonious use of color in
daily associations . (17:9)
a. Developing basic color schemes through the use of
cut paper and tempera as applied to abstract patterns.
Reference to the best color schemes in modern design
for textiles, stained glass, wallpaper, interiors , etc.
Advertising, etc. (8:30)
b. Constructing the color wheel for the development of
primary, secondary colors, using decorative themes
wherever possible. The study of harmonies such as
complementary, triadic and monochromatic. (8:30)
c. Design a model and color tiles suitable for sunroom
floor or bathroom floor. If clay or plaster is used
for models, these may be collected in groups and
finished for a table top suitable for a sunroom.
(17:36)
d. Crayola Etching: Keeping in mind that good struct-
ure is essential, choose one of the simple sketches,
probably an animal drawing, and start with a crayola
etching. The process is fascinating and easy. Coat
a rough surfaced paper, such as cream manila with
light tone of crayon, yellow, and then over-coat with
a darker tone of a related hue, medium yellow-green,
and last, rub on a rich brown. The three coats of
crayon will make the paper slick, and difficulty will
be experienced in getting the last to stick, but
often this adds to the effect. Trace onto the coated
paper the pencil sketch, using a sharp, hard pencil
so the line will be well indented. Remove the sketch;
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A. COLOB (continued)
d. using a razor blade, knife, fingernail file, or even
a fingernail, begin to scrape off certain sections
of the crayolas. Scrape down to the yellow for the
lightest values; leave the brown for the darkest and
let the green give the transition with the middle
values. Care should be used not to scrape clean,
but to scratch, leaving lines, or grainy effects,
for texture. Vary the colors and compositions and
try for increased effects. A little experimenting
will do much toward perfecting skill. As results
become successful, mount, as any other print, and
begin to exhibit. (17:24)
2. Objective: The ability to apply art principles to life
situations including civic needs . (8:13) (7:1)
a. Make a model for a bedroom for yourself, for
two brothers or sisters, for the guestroom at home
or at a summer cottage.
Make a model for a combination living-bedroom
for a town apartment.
Study and design lighting for the above rooms
according to its use as study, reading, and make-up
units.
Plan the colors for the rooms and their furnish-
ings, considering the location of the room, amount
of use, and size. Remember that intense color in
large areas is trying to the eyes and nerves and
should be avoided in rooms in frequent use. (21:86)
3. Objective: To conserve and guide creative talent in
students giving evidence of possessing it.
(7:1) (14:1-2)
a. Murals
A mural is a design for a given wall space.
A good mural should first fit the space for which
it is intended. Since a wall is meant to enclose
a space, the mural should not give the impression
of depth, thereby destroying the purpose of the wall.
A mural though often temporary is to be lived with
and should consequently be restrained in feeling,
not full of violent action or confused and disturbing
design.
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A. COLOR (continued)
3. a. (continued)
In choosing subject matter it is well to
avoid trite .overworked subjects and pursue those
that are of vital interest and in tune with the
times.
Murals may be executed in paint, chalk, or
crayon with a brush, airbrush, or stencil on canvas,
wood, beaverboard, brown wrapping paper, or directly
on the wall itself. They may be portable or perma-
nent. (21:102)
4. Objective: Crowing appreciation of beauty wherever it
occurs . (7:1) (8:13)
a. From a group of prints, each person may select
three pictures that may be suitable for a wall of
his room. let the class note the best of each three
separately, considering suitability and harmony with
the surrounding. Encourage free discussion. Stress
the fact that adequate plain space will produce
restfulness. If one picture is sufficient, do not
use two. A highly decorative wall surface requires
none. (17:35)
b. Study of the relation of previous color study to
the works of great painting. Comparisons of color
schemes employed by great masters. Example: Titian,
Picasso. Color Moods, symbolism of color in the
modern motion picture, color photography. (8:30)
o. To look for the beautiful in the commonplace and
to find greater enjoyment in motion pictures,
magazines, and fine book illustration. (8:27)
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A. COLOR (continued)
5# Objective: To develop such unconscious use of art
structure that it is a part of all free
expression * (17:9)
a* Create forms and models of automobiles, aero-
planes and other commercial objects. The designs
for these may look far into the future. Re-design
some of the present packages, as coffee, cosmetics,
ink,breakfast foods, candy boxes, cigarettes, hat
boxes, shoe boxes, cake boxes. (21:96)
6. Objective: To develop creative thinking in terms of art
concepts and to promote the habit of investi -
gation before attempting a creative activity .
(17:9)
a. Costume illustration utilizing national costumes.
Compositions inspired by pageants and plays in
school. Utilizing magazine suggestions for creative
purposes. (8:27)
b. Plan a day for outdoor sketching and decide
before starting just what material will be sought,
bearing in mind that the object of this trip will be
to secure and bring in to class research material
that may be used in later compositions. Using this
research material, have each pupil plan a colored
composition. Several experimental sketches should be
made to determine the best arrangement and color.
Subordination is the principle that should be staged
at this time. (See Dow’s Composition
,
Chapters 1, 2,
3, 4, and 6). Give some time to the study of the
technique of several different painters as Monet,
Van Gogh, Picasso, Gauguin, and Riveria. Choose
the best medium to express the technique attempted.
(17:18)
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A. COLOR (concluded)
6. c. Draw a portrait. Abstract it to some extent
but stress and emphasize characteristics of model.
Use color.
From a machine motif make an abstract design.
Make an abstract drawing, complete with color,
to be used as a backdrop for a ballet, modem dance,
or drama. (21:105)
7. Objective: To provide opportunity for the use of the
association of ideas that we call imagination .
(7:1)
a. To develop power of emotional expression through
line, form, color and tone, dramatizing effects.
(8:27)
b. Make and paint masks of papier-mache that will be
appropriate for certain individual characters or
that represent moods. (17:56)
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B. DESIGN
1. Objective: To develop such unconscious use of art
structure that it is a part of all free
expression . (17:9)
a. Making realistic sketches of different forms of
life and learning how to simplify and adapt them
to panels, all-over patterns and objects of craft
work, using dust chalk, dry brush, spatter. (8:32)
b. Groups of objects, including vegetables with
emphasis on the contrast of light and shade to
express depth of form. (8:24)
c. Arrange nature forms such as ferns within panels
using spatter backgrounds. (8:22)
2. Objective: To develop skill in using effectively the
tools and media provided for art expression .
(17:9)
a. Seed Mats. Seed mats can be made from different
kinds of seeds. Children like to experiment with
them and develop pattern designs.
Materials needed: Pumpkin or other seeds,
thoroughly dried. For corn (thoroughly dried),
use Uo.40 thread, thimble, needle. Start in the
center. Thread sixteen seeds on a double thread.
Set through the pointed ends of the seeds. Tie
securely with three knots in the thread.
-f For the second row, sew two seeds between each
two of the circle just completed. Fasten well.
The third row consists of 48 seeds added in groups
of three. Continue in this way, adding one seed
each time to each group. Make six rows of seeds.
When adding the seventh row, use kernels of
corn(colored com preferred) instead of seeds in
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B. DESIGIF (continued)
2. a. (continued)
every other group. (The com is not necessary hut
it gives a "finished” appearance to the mat). (21:126)
b. The stencil is one of the most profitable techniques
for all students regardless of ability. It is
flexible, can be applied to many uses, is capable
of many varied combinations and out of the simplest
units may grow very satisfactory results. It can be
used as a fixed pattern or an interchangeable one.
Solid, flat color, graduated color, broken color
and textured surfaces may be effectively applied.
It provides ample opportunity for experimenting with
pattern arrangements, for adaptations to varied
materials as well as the training in the discipline
of accurate and suitable cutting. (8:32)
c. leather Tooling.
1. Materials:
Tools, leather, linoleum blocks, vise and liner.
2. Steps in simple design:
a. Cut a paper pattern on stiff material, trace
off margin.
b. Select pliable leather; do not stretch it.
c. Make dies just as linoleum blocks.
d. Soak leather in water until well saturated,
then place over die block.
e. Apply the cushion that gave a perfect proof.
f. Make proofs by layers of wet paper towels.
g. Place in vise and apply pressure for ten
minutes.
h. Remove the leather and dry for three hours.
i. Apply pattern and trace for thong holes;
punch thong holes and lace.
j. Apply a good liquid and polish. (21:117)
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B. DESIGN (continued)
Designs on Cloth. First, each child should
decide for what purpose he wants the design, make
a pattern on paper from created designs such as
flowers, butterflies, etc. Transfer the design to
cloth by using carbon paper. j/Use a good grade of
wax crayons to paint the design. After the painting
is finished, turn the cloth over on the wrong side
and press with a hot iron. This painting will stay
in the cloth for a long time even if it is washed.
( 21 : 116 )
Waxless Batik : Make a block print using geo-
metric designs and apply to cloth for personal use
such as handkerchiefs, luncheon set, dresser scarf,
wall hanging, kitchen curtains, or curtains. The
use of materials will govern the kind of design
that is suitable. Bring into this study as many
kinds as possible, such as occult design, allover
design, border design, spot design, and a checker-
board design placed in different ways on the cloth.
Try combining several designs into a new motif.
( 17 : 32 )
Batik Design : As the class interest is centered
now on personal things, plan a costume accessory in
batik design. These things are small, inexpensive,
and suitable for a first experience; handkerchiefs,
ties, scarfs, and purse material. Plan a design in
two values for the beginner. Trace this design on
thin paper and experiment with two colors, one light,
one dark, brown on orange, will give a satisfying
arrangement. When the colors are well in mind,
select the fabric of the lighter color chosen or dye
white fabrics the desired color* Trace the design
on the fabric (silk is best for this, though velvet of
cotton can be used), then stretch the cloth tightly
over a frame or between two desks. Using a Japanese
brush, because it is made of fiber instead of animal
hair, cover the section of the design that is to be
light with a boiling solution of beeswax and parafin,
half and half. As soon as the surface is covered,
dip the fabric in cold water to chill the parafin.
The fabric may then be dipped into the solution of
the other dark dye. Since the dye will dry much
lighter than it appears when wet, it should be kept
in the dye a sufficient time to reach the desired
color. The dye will be absorbed by the fabric in

B. DESIGN (continued)
2. f. any cracks that occur in the wax, giving a nice
effect of design that makes the pattern more un-
usual. If accidental crackle is not sufficient,
additional cracks may be added. Rinse the dyed
fabric in cold water and allow to dry. When dry,
it should be ironed between soft absorbent papers
to melt out the wax. If it seems stiff, dip it in
gasoline to remove the remaining wax. Dry and iron.
This process may be carried out in more complicated
patterns and colors, but it requires skill. (17:33)
3. Objective: To develop an increasing ability to understand
and apply art to any need . (17: 9)
a. Design a costume for yourself which is suitable
for winter school wear, according to your own build,
hair, eyes and skin. Also, design one suitable for
church; summer vacation at the beach; and for a
school dance. (21:91)
4* Objective: To develop color sensitiveness and an increas-
ing knowledge of harmonious use of color in
daily associations . (17:9)
a. Cut paper of ornamental designs for panels, all-
over patterns, figure arrangements and costuming.
Experiments in the three values of black and white
and gray. Also colored papers. Window Transparen-
cies. (8:33)
b. Design a color plan for a stained glass window.
(17:52)
c. Mosaic design in cement of colored stones, glass,
pebbles, shells, tiles, book-ends, door stops.
(5:2490,32)
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B. DESIGN (continued)
4. d.
33
Weave a belt or a purse on a cardboard loom.
Select a cardboard the size the purse is to be and
notch the top and bottom as closely as the mesh of
the purse is desired to be. This serves as a form
over which to string the thread. Weave the thread
around from side to side going over and under al-
ternately which will give the appearance of a chain
stitch, lever cross the top opening, loop thread
over notch and return. A nice design of color
schemes may be built up by using different colors
of thread. Experiment to create new patterns. A
cardboard loom may be made the size of the belt
and holes punched in the ends instead of notches
like those used for purse. Other simple looms may
be made such as nails in the ends of boxes. (17: 21
)
5. Objective: To enable students to solve as they present
themselves
,
school problems that call for art
judgment . (17:14)
a. Offer to design the curtains for some windows in
need of better treatment. (17:16)
b. The Classroom. The child should have an active part
in making the total environment of the schoolroom
a place of artistic arrangement with beautiful colors
and pleasing harmonies. Participation in this helps
the child to set up standards as he lives them.
Movable furniture allows practice in arrangement,
proportion and balance. The selection of cut flowers
and appropriate containers is important. Odd num-
bers, as 3,5,7, and so on, of flowers appear more
effective than even numbers; green stems look well
through clear glass containers. A highly varied
colored vase or piece of pottery should seldom be
used as a container, except where it is used for
one color of flowers that tones in with the pre-
dominating color in the vase. Long windowboxes
with large plants obstruct the lightT~and looIT
"
clumsy and heavy . Smaller pots used in center of
interest arrangement, as in the library corner,
give a more homelike atmosphere. A coffee tin,
and the like, for a container should never be used
for beautiful flowers or growing plants. Bulletin
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B. DESIGE ( continued)
5. b. (continued)
board exhibits should show proportion and topical
groupings. Cut-outs strung along for borders
should be eliminated and substituted with creative
works of the children, A color scheme for a class-
room can take the old drab grayness from the shelv-
ings, exhibit centers, library spaces, cases for
work tools, containers for supplies, and like con-
structions, made by the group. The teacher's and
pupil's joint participation in these problems of
schoolroom environment is a valuable experience in
the pupil's art education. (21:46)
c. Secure magazines and make a school collection
of clippings and pictures that might suggest new
arrangement of bulletin board material, good treat-
ment of classroom windows, furniture arrangement,
picture hanging, stage decoration, landscaping,
and such other factors as would make a school
attractive, keeping in mind appropriateness to
purpose. These problems will involve a definite
recognition of the importance of good taste with
emphasis on such art qualities as proportion,
balance, color. (17:15)
6. Objective: To build a basis for art judgment . (7:1)
a. Flower Arrangement
Flower arrangement is a subject which can be
studied and practiced throughout the year. As
flowers are contributed for the decoration of the
classroom, they can be arranged by the pupils of
the class in suitable containers chosen by the
students.
Flowers should be arranged to resemble natural
growth. Ho two flowers on a plant in the garden
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B. DESIGN (continued)
6* a. (continued)
ever have stems the same length, so no two flowers
in an arrangement should be identical in length.
If flowers are placed in three levels-high, inter-
mediate and low- they may form a triangle in various
positions. The triangle should never be flat on
top. Flowers should always look up towards the
highest flower, as this is the natural growing
position.
Vases should be chosen that are in harmony
with the natural contour of the flowers to be ar-
ranged. ' The container should subordinate itself
to the arrangement and enhance its value. General
rules to follow are to have:
1. Strong lines at the base.
2. Asymmetrical balance.
3. An uneven number of sprays.
4. Order or lines in the mass.
5. No crossing of leaves or branches.
6. No flowers the same height, exactly on a level,
parallel to one another, or one directly above
another.
7. No spray of weak growth between two strong ones
or vice versa. Perfect balance in line arrange-
ment may be obtained by keeping the tip of the
highest spray directly over its base. The line
may swing away, but must return at its extremity.
(See Mrs. Walter R. Sine's The Arrangement of
Flowers, Charles Scribner’s Sons. New York.
1533. ) (21:107)
b. Make arrangements for classrooms or teachers'
rest rooms.
Make table arrangements for the principal's office
or waiting room, for the cafeteria.
Decorate the stage and speaker's table for special
programs.
Considering color, texture, and line harmony, choose
containers. (21:108)
c. Introduction to and experimentation with photography
considering light, technique and surface texture in
relation to picture-taking, design, printing and
mounting; use of a still and moving camera; making
of blue prints. (5:1446,3)
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3. DESIGN (concluded)
7* Objective: The ability to apply art principles to life
situations Including civic needs . (7:1) (8:13)
a. Making designs for monograms, chapter headings,
calendars, title pages and posters, charts and
signs for general school purposes. (8:31)
8. Objective: To develop creative thinking in terms of art
concepts and to promote the habit of investi -
gation before attempting a creative activity.
(17:9)
a» Design, dye and embroider a modern sampler for
wall hanging; develop design from one’s main in-
terest or hobby. (5,2490:33)
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C. DHAT7IITG amd painting
Objective: To develop skill in expressing ideas graph-
ically according to levels of growth . (17:9)
a. Make figure compositions from life or from
memory; make animals, realistic or imaginary;
combine figures and animals in compositions; make
simple landscapes and combine with figures and
animals. (21:87)
b* The cartoon, figures, heads, groups and animated
objects. Study of Disney techniques. The produc-
tion of an animated cartoon; silhouettes, puppets
in black, also, colored cellophane. (8:26)
c. Figure and animal drawing will require preliminary
study, from posed models. The Bement Method is
very strong in suggestion for rhythmical line draw-
ing. Small animal sculpture will serve as well as
models from which to study. The work of figures or
animals may expand into group compositions, both in
light and dark, and in color. (17:18)
d. Make quick sketches of facial expressions represent-
ing:
Dignity Mystery Sorrow
Hilarity Solemnity Depression
Grief Gayety Splendor
(17:59)
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C. DRAWING AND PAINTING (continued)
1. e. Encourage the use of sketch books. Figure drawing
and painting from pose, from memory, and from imag-
ination. Use figures in compositions that illustrate
first hand experiences. The playground, the library,
the orchestra, the home and trips to points of in-
terest all furnish good material for illustration.
Still Life compositions that meet the interest of
the particular group* Landscape compositions based
on the neighborhood or on sketch book material se-
cured on trips. Often animals and birds can be
brought to school or sketched elsewhere. 3e alert
to any opportunity emanating from service work,
social studies and individual experience. Use water
color, tempera, conti crayon, lithographic crayon,
charcoal, pencil. Observation is of primary im-
portance. Appreciation in those classes might well
include picture study. (14:3)
2* Objective: T£ build a basis for art judgment . (7:1)
a. The art of the cartoon and the comic strip in terms
of evaluation, appreciation, and expression. (5,1446:
5)
3. Objective: The ability to apply art principles to life
situations including civic needs . (7:1) (8:13)
a. Making posters and charts relating to foods,
dental hygiene, conservation of eyesight, safety.
Red Cross and First Aid activities, protection of
life and property. (8:49)
4* Objective: To conserve and guide creative talent in
f
students giving evidence of possessing it.
(14:1-2) (7:1)
a. Contract for the advertising of some concert and
develop small show cards, street car ads, and posters.
(17:16J
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v-* • DRAWIIFG AUD PAIUTING (continued)
4. b. Murals, posters, designs and illustrations on
the vocational life of the city; steel transporta-
tion, construction and other forms of industrial
and commercial life. (8:26)
5, Objective: To_ provide opportunity for the use of the
association of ideas that we call imagination .
(7:1)
a* To develop power of emotional expression through
line, form, color and tone, dramatizing effects.
(8:27)
b. Express various aspects of trees; Seasons; time of
day; the moods of trees; imaginary trees expressing
whimsical qualities. (8:23)
6* Objective: To develop such unconscious use of art struct-
ure that it is a part of all free expression .
(17:9)
a. Studies of heads from life with particular emphasis
on construction and proportion. Study of the planes
of the head. Decorative treatment of the head and
its application to design and poster. (8:26)
b. Drawing of views from classroom window for composi-
tion and arrangement and application of perspective
principles. (8:25)
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C. DRAWING A1TD PAINTING (concluded)
7. Objective: To develop skill in using effectively the
tools and media provided for art expression *
(17:9) (7:1)
a. Homemade Lantern Slides. Use two pieces of glass
or window pane cut correct size for the projector.
Purchase a small amount of valve-grinding compound
at a garage. Spread the compound on the pieces of
glass, on one side only. Place the pieces of glass
together and rub them until clouded. Transfer pict-
ures with colored crayon. (21:117)
b. Glass Painting in Black.
Materials: Black enamel, very small brush
trimmed down until it will make a very fine line.
One larger brush, glass, passe-partout tape for
binding.
Procedure: (a) Pupils sketch pictures on paper.
(b) Place picture under glass and draw lines on
glass with brush, (c) When dry, frame with side
which has enamel on inside. Animals, ships and
trees in silhouette are suggestions. (21:123)
c. The effect of tapestry may be given by painting
directly on beaverboard with thin strokes of pure
color. (17:56)
8# Objective: To develop an increasing ability to understand
and apply art to any need . (17:9)
a. Using a given space, plan a decorative portrait
emphasizing light and dark. Try several different
models to make comparisons as to the type of features
which reveal the strongest contrasts of light and
dark and the ones which lend themselves best to the
decoration. Study features for location and pro-
portion when a satisfactory drawing has been se-
cured, the final rendering may be in lithograph,
pencil, two-tone color, a wood cut, or an etching.
(17:15)
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D. MODELING
1.
Objective: To develop skill in using effectively the
tools and media provided for art expression ,
(17:9) (7:1)
a« Papier-Mache Animals
1. Soak newspaper in water until thoroughly
saturated; drain; work into pulp.
2. Use hard finish stiff pasteboard to cut
animals desired size and shape.
3. Cover pasteboard forms with papier-mache
and shape.
4. Add tail and mane, of paper, hair or yarn,
eyes of buttons and ears of cardboard covered with
papier-mache
•
5. Dry two or three days. Paint with poster
paint, shellac. (17:122)
b. Carve costume jewelry with design of animals,
figures, or faces; trays; plaques in low relief.
(21:90)
2. Objective: To develop color sensitiveness and an increas -
ing knowledge of harmonious use of color in
daily associations . (17:9)
a. Banks made from plaster-of-paris cast in two-piece
molds and decorated with carved design and color;
boxes of wood decorated; tin cans soldered and
painted. (5,2490:32)
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E. CONSTRUCTION
lo Objective: Crowing respect for integrity in art as
opposed to the toleration of useless and
tawdry articles. (14:1-2) (7:1)
a. Designing, modeling and arranging for merchandising
display for windows, store interiors, counter dis-
play, in relation to selling and public interest,
(5:5)
2, Objective: To build a basis for art judgment . (7:1)
a. Conduct a flower festival in the school so that
students may participate in actual decorative
problems requiring selection and judgment. Carden
clubs or other organizations may contribute to make
it a community project. This activity can be broken
into numerous divisions, such as: flowers for table,
for varied occasions, flowers for living room, school
corridors, floats for a parade, stage on a patriotic
occasion, or such wider projects as the street mosa-
ics recently made in Italy through use of brilliant
colored flower petals. (17:16)
3. Objective: The ability to apply art principles to
life situations including civic needs .
(7:1) (8:13)
a. Using cardboard and paper, have each pupil con-
struct one room with floor and four walls. Out
out openings for doors and windows. Experiment
with size and placing of doors and windows by
cutting the correct size from light gray paper
and moving them about on the drawing until the
right place is discovered. Adequate wall space
must also be considered. Try to arrange rooms
to admit direct sunlight into each one at some
time in the day. Finish floors and walls in
color using a definite scheme, either in warm
or cool tones. (By using same scale, it may be
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E. COIFSTRUCTIOH (continued)
3, a. possible to join rooms for a complete home when
finished). (17:35)
b. Have each girl make a miniature fabric costume
for the different occasions that a ninth grade
girl meets. Try to have as large a number as
possible of occasions represented by the class.
Encourage boys to do the same if they wish. Using
these costumes, paint heads, arras and feet; glue
these costumes and have a doll fashion show to be
displayed on a miniature stage. (17:48)
4. Objective: T£ develop creative thinking in terms of
art concepts and to promote the habit of
investigation before attempting a creative
activity . (17: 9)
a. Design and construct miniature gardens of actual
nature materials; model or carve decorative feat-
ures. Investigate historic gardens and gardens
typical of other countries. Make sketches or
models. (5,2490:33)
5«» Objective: To develop such unconscious use of art
structure that it is a part of all free
expression . (17:9)
a. The advantages of paper and cardboard are many.
They are flexible, pliable, and are capable of
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E. CONSTRUCTION (continued)
5. a. many adaptations from cut paper to papier-mache.
Designs for panels, modeled paper of objects in
the round, paper sculpture, papier-mache of human
and animal forms, structural objects such as lamp
shades, Christmas decorations, buildings, and
corrugated paper all lend themselves admirably to
the uses of these inexpensive materials. (8:33)
6, Objective: To develop skill in using effectively the
tools and media provided in art expression ,
(17: 9)
a. leather designed, tooled, dyed; old shoes, belts,
bags made into such things as lapel gadgets, dress
fasteners, small purses, or key cases, cosmetic
cases, (5,2490:33)
b. Exercises in paper sculpture in relief and in the
round of ornament, heads, figures, etc., using
white paper against colored ground. (8:33)
c. Exercises in the structural use of paper and of
cardboard in the making of Christmas trees, orna-
ments and table decorations. These can be combined
with other materials. (8:33)
d. Collecting dried grasses, wheat, oats, leaves, pine
cones and other nature material for decorative ar-
rangement with shells, stones, bark, moss, or other
interesting base; use for home or table decoration.
(5,2490:32)
e. Miniature pocket games of checkers; travel, war,
or other ideas based on the parchesi game using
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E. COESTHTTCTIOIT (continued)
e. a cloth or oilcloth instead of cardboard; counters
and checkers may be cut out of plywood, plastic
or other thin and light material; make decorative
and colorful. (5,2490:33)
f. Plastic jewelry, boxes, trays; etched, inlaid.
(5,2490:33)
go The crafts of pottery, weaving and dyeing, metal
work, basketry, leather, box and book making de-
veloped in relation to tools, nature of materials,
form and function. (5,2490:33)
h. How to Make a Small Terrarium. Fill a pyrex plate
or bowl with rich dirt, heaped up in the middle.
Plant in this a combination of colea, Jerusalem
cherries and small ferns. Turn a candy, battery
or other jar over this. Put moss and small vines
on the outer edge of the dish. It will grow the
year round. A combination of pink geraniums,
ageratum, and small ferns is beautiful.
Such plants help to make the classroom or
home attractive. (21:126)
Objective: To develop an increasing ability to under-
stand and apply art to any need
. (17:9)
a. Build model houses, using cardboard, wood or
clay. Collect illustrations and plans of houses
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E. COHSTRTJCTI 01T (concluded)
and study these. It Is interesting to note the
various types of architecture in different parts
of the country. Collect samples of various types
of building materials that are common to your lo-
cality. (21:95)
ctive: To help students to see the interrelation
of the arts of music, painting, sculpture,
the dance, literature, behavior. (14:1-2)
Whittling and carving soft wood, decorative figures-
animals, people, flowers, vegetables, fishing flies.
(5:33)
Development of design in dramatics through puppetry,
stage sets and costumes, the light-color theory and
use in stage settings. (5,2490:33)
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F. APPRECIATION
1. Objective: Crowing appreciation of beauty wherever it
occurs * (7:1) (8:13)
a. Study the historical art of the American Indians.
b. In connection with these activities, encourage
the pupils to make individual reports on period
furniture and antiques. Ask a dealer in oriental
rugs to explain how and where they are made. Com-
pare design, quality, and price with rugs made in
the United States. (17:18)
c. Study of nature as seen through the micro scope
-
snowflakes, ice crystals, diatoms. Unusual forms
of nature such as markings on sand, snow formations,
clouds, water, etc. The principles of nature as
related to the principles of design: proportion,
balance. The principle of streamlining in nature
and how it has inspired modern life. (8:47)
2. Objective: Crowing respect for integrity in art as
opposed to the toleration of useless and
tawdry articles , (14:1-2) (7:1)
a* Discuss some contemporary industrial artists and
their work. (14: 8)
b. Discuss articles which have been redesigned in the
last three years. (14:8)
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P. APPRECIATION (continued)
2. c. Have the pupils read and discuss:
Chinese”Tree of Life Design."
Persian Shawls
Patterns in Persian Textiles
Indian Rug Weaving
Early American Coverlets
Scandinavian Weaving
Mexican Serapes
Belgian Tapestry (17:31)
3. Objective: To build a basis for art judgment . (7:1)
a. Understanding of textures and their differences
and how they may be expressed. Example: Class,
metal, china, fabrics, fruit and vegetables, etc.
(8:24)
b. Collect good examples of photography illustrating:
Line Pattern
Dark and light Color
Mass arrangement Dominance
Repetition (21:103)
c. Analyze several specific decorative problems and
discuss possible solutions, considering both utili-
tarian and aesthetic aspects. (17:15)
d. Compare an early airplane with a modern one from
the standpoint of beauty alone. (14:8)
e. A brief survey of several kinds of painting with
illustrations of each type should serve to intro-
duce this subject to students. If possible, visit
a gallery and discuss the techniques of different
artists. Magazine illustrations show great
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F. APPRECIATION (continued)
3,
e. individuality, so if material is limited, pupils
may gain much by comparing and analyzing the work
of contemporary illustrators. Stimulate a desire
on the part of students to collect prints and to
classify them according to some method. (17:17)
4.
Objective: To develop such unconscious use of art
structure that it is a part of all free
expression . (17:9)
a. Bring before the class a few good prints that are
outstanding in the use of some art principle, as
Burne-Jones' "The Golden Stair”, and show develop-
ment of rhythm and repetition. Follow that with
the extreme modern type by showing "Nude Descending
the Stair” and see the response students make. Help
pupils to find lines of rhythm, repetition, opposi-
tion, subordination, and transition. Explain the
meaning of the terms and then let them hunt for
the same set of lines in other pictures. The teach-
er should be cautious about introducing too much
new material at once. Learning to recognize art
principles in pictures should not become a burden
nor should the effort become strained by trying to
recognize structure that is not clearly evident.
(17:17)
5.
Objective: The provision through art activities for
the worthy use of leisure time. (17:9)
a. Have an exhibit of hobby collections, of class
members or of some hobbyist not in school. (17:60)
b. Much pleasure may be derived by both teacher and
pupil by sponsoring a hobby club. This may be:
Sketching Whittling Basketry
Leather Photo Clippings
Cartoon Knitting Pictures
Lettering Carving Painting
Period Furniture Old Silver Old Glass (17:59)
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F. APPRECIATION (continued)
6. Objective: To develop an increasing ability to understand
and apply art to any need . (17:9)
a* The basic structural design and art qualities of
home architecture, and interior furnishings for
selection, appreciation and practical use; knowl-
edge of the development of homes of the past as
they influence the present. (5,1446:7)
b. Assign reports to learn:
How designs used by factories are created; how
designs are applied to textiles in a factory;
Ruth Reeves' success as a designer. (17:31)
c. Discuss some of the seven symbols of composition
("Art Principles in Practice", Henry Poore, p.33),
as the "triangle" , "the scales," "the cross?
"double curve," "the rectangle,” and "radii."
"Then these are studied with their illustrations
pupils try a few line dressings using some of these
symbols, as a road, or a river, following the lines
of a double curve, or some figure grouped in the
pyramid triangle, or some objects arranged to form
an oval as the lines that subordinate the rest of
the objects in the composition. (17:17)
7. Objective: T£ enable students to solve as they present
themselves
,
school problems that call for
art judgment . (14:l-£)
a. Make an informal survey of the school building
and discuss the outstanding features expressing
good taste and mention things that might be done
to improve less favorable situations. (17:15)
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F. APPRECIATION (concluded)
7. b. Divide the class into groups and permit the groups
to choose a class demonstration activity from this
or a similar list of problems:
Hang a picture correctly in a schoolroom or
hall.
Arrange a vase of flowers appropriately.
Rearrange a bulletin board in the hall.
Decorate the trophy case and library table.
Restore curtains on the marionette stage.
Follow this by encouraging students to do
similar tasks in their own homes and set aside
a day when individuals may report to the class
their contributions of good taste in their home.
(This might be setting a dinner table for guests,
arranging bric-a-brac on mantle, cleaning the
book case, discarding old accumulations on sun
porch, etc.). (17:16)
Boston University
School of Education
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CHAPTER III
UNIT ORGANIZATION OP THE
TOPIC COLOR AND ITS USE

CHAPTER III
UHIT ORGAHIZATIOTI OF THE TOPIC COLOR ADD . ITS USE
.
1/
General Statement of the Unit .— Ability to select and
arrange pleasing and appropriate color combinations may be
developed from a study of color properties and the principles
of color use. Color is psychological in its effect on human
emotions. The greatest opportunity for pupils to apply a
knowledge of the use of color may be found in dress, and in
the home and school. There is enjoyment in creating beautiful
color patterns in the graphic^^nd space arts.
Delimitation of the unit .
—
1. Good color harmony satisfies the principles of
balance, dominance, interest, rhythm, and fitness.
2. Color seems to possess temperature; red, orange and
yellow seem warm; green, blue and violet seem cool.
3. Warm colors advance and give a sharp focus; cool
colors recede and blur.
4. Complementary colors of light, red and blue-green,
purple-blue and yellow, yellow-green and violet
harmonise better than pigment complements.
5. Pigment secondaries, orange, green and violet
harmonize because they are balanced.
6. A broken color or color tone is prepared by the
addition of the pigment complement, black or white.
1/ Roy 0. Billett, op. cit ., p.505.
2/ Roy 0. Billett, Ibid . , p.505.
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Color in dress should he selected in reference to
the complexion, hair and eyes of the individual.
Color in dress should he appropriate to time and
setting.
a. School clothes should he neither too
bright nor too dull.
h. light colors are cool for summer wear.
Various shades of red, blue or yellow harmonize
better than those of green, orange or violet, due
possibly to the simplicity of the primaries.
Color value and intensity may be described numer-
ically as a fraction.
a. Intensity ranges from 1-10; pure color
is 10 and is described in the denominator.
b. Value ranges from 1-10; white is 10 and
is described in the numerator.
c. Blue middle value, dark middle intensity
would be B 5/8.
Brilliant colors in large amounts nearby cause
fatigue after a period of time due to over stimula-
tion of the retina.
Color creates optical illusions.
a. A tall house will look shorter if the
roof is dark.
b. Cool or gray colored walls make a room
look larger.
c. A long narrow room will look better
proportioned if the end walls are painted
a darker value than the side walls.
Colors affect heat in housing.
a. Roofs in the tropics are painted with
aluminum or white paint for coolness.
b. A white radiator increases the amount
of heat radiated from its surface.
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13. o. Aluminum foil under wall paper will make
a room warmer.
14. Certain colors increase or decrease apparent size.
a. A very large house will look less tiresome
if painted a dark value than it would if
painted white.
b. A small house will look larger if painted
red or white than it would if painted
green.
15. Color may express a mood such as: gay, depressing,
warm, cold, exciting, austere, sombre, cheerful,
weak®
16. To make tints and shades harmonize add white to
the shade and black to the tint.
17. Certain colors contribute to the pleasure of eating.
a. Golden browns whet the appetite.
b. The color of tomatoes, carrots, and beets
adds attractiveness to food arranged on
a plate.
c. Paprika adds more by color than by taste.
18. Color accents should be at the point of interest.
a. A front door in contrasting dolor is
attractive
.
b. Attention should be drawn toward the face
in costume design.
19. Bright or warm dark colors seem heavier than light
or cool colors.
20. Stronger colors (colors of high intensity) may be
used more freely out of doors.
a. Sports clothes may be bright.
b. Bright accents (often flowers) offset the
monotony of green foliage.
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21 Cloth should be beautiful by virtue of its weave
or color.
22. Black brightens bright colors and weakens weak colo
25. The prerequisite of color harmony seems to be a
balance which gives the effect of middle hue, value
and intensity.
2/
The Unit Assignment .
A. Introductory activities.
1. Everyone should be able to select colors in
clothing and in the home, as salespeople are
often unqualified to assist in color choice.
Clashing colors in dress are often distressing
to other people. In the home colors may be
unwisely combined to produce depressing or
upsetting effects. Some color combinations
are said to make people belligerent.
2. Primitives and small children produce color
harmony by employing the use of the entire
spectrum, which is likely to produce a common-
place effect. The opposite condition, the
use of neutrals, becomes innocuous without
carefully chosen accents of a distinct hue.
3. Colors are frequently beautiful in nature,
which is one of the most interesting sources
of color harmony.
3/ Boy 0. Billett, ojd. clt . , p.506.
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4, A viewing of the film "Curves of Color" is used
to give an introductory insight into some of
the factors of color harmony. Find the answers
to these questions in the film :
a. How does the yellow in the daffodil differ
from the yellow in the field of grain ?
b. How do colors of large areas generally
differ from colors found less frequently
in small spots ?
c. How many examples can you find in the film
to prove your answer to question b ?
d. Do you think that the white introduced in
the tulips adds or detracts from the beauty
of the scene with the daffodils ?
%
e. What two phenomena prove that sunlight
contains white light ?
f. How many colors can the eye detect ?
g. How many colors can the spectroscope
detect ?
h. In what three ways may colors differ in
order to produce so many colors ?
i. Why are colors in nature beautiful ?
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4/
B. Core Activities
1. Bring to class any colored photograph or repro-
duction that is further evidence of beautiful
color harmony in nature.
2. Spin the Bonham* s di
The original should be
drawn in black India ink
on two-or three-ply white
bristol and made about 6"
in diameter. A hole should
be punched in the exact
center and the disc spun
rather slowly by striking .
its edge with the finger^/
Spin the disc to the right
and to the left and notice
the difference in the loca-
tion of the colors, look
at an inch square piece of
red paper placed on a much
larger piece of white paper
for thirty seconds.
Remove the red paper and look at the center of the white
paper for thirty seconds. Tell what you see. Repeat, using
yellow and then blue paper. The retina became tired, and to
compensate for the strain, the opposite color was produced by
the nerves of the eyes. These opposing complementary colors may
4/ Roy 0. Billett, 0£. cit . , p.507.
5/ Faber Birren, Color in Modem Packaging . Chicago: The
Crimson Press, 1935, p.ITT.
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be used together to produce harmony of
hue. Tell of one example of complement-
ary harmony in nature. How would you
mix pigments to produce the exact colors
needed ?
3, Bring to class a textile sample which has a
color pattern. Tell the class how the de-
signer of the textile used color. Answer
these questions in your report :
a. Are the colors complements ?
b. Is one color brighter ?
c. Is the brightest color in the largest
areas ?
d. How isblaoIL and white used ?
Pure? Admixture 9 Gray ?
e. How would you change the color
harmony to make it more beautiful ?
4, Create a plaid or surface pattern using com-
plementary colors. Plan the colors for a
costume, textile, or necktie material. A
beautiful stripe for a shirt design may be
painted, (large areas of color should be
lighter or grayer in color). Increase the
number of colors by superimposing one color
on another and by adding black or white to
the colors. Vary the width of the lines if
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B. 4. you make a plaid.
5. Choose individuals to represent color types
from the class including :
cool colored blonde,
warm colored blonde,
warm colored red head,
olive skinned brunette,
blue-eyed brunette,
brown-eyed brunette.
Take notes on becoming colors for the various
types represented. Becoming colors in dress
are chosen with reference to the complexion
of the individual. Natural blondes generally
have cool or whiter skin which reflects more
light, therefore the complexion will be em-
phasized if greens, blues and violet are worn.
Brunettes usually have warm coloring which
harmonizes best with warm colors. Due to the
fact that colors vary in effect with different
textures, values and intensities, the only
reliable test is to drape a color swatch over
the shoulders of a model who has been chosen
to represent a certain type. The swatch should
be large enough to give an effect •§• by % yd.
At least eighteen colors and as many more as
are obtainable should be used.
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6. Draw a fashion manikin eleven heads high and
paint a becoming color harmony outfit which
will emphasize color of skin, hair and eyes.
Add accessories- beads, bracelets, ear rings,
gloves, handbag or hat. Boys' costumes in-
clude necktie, shirt, suit, socks, shoes, and
handkerchief. Trousers may be a different
color from the jacket.
7. Watch the film "Mexican Moods" and notice the
use of dark and light areas and medium value
areas. Find answers to these questions :
a. Where is there more black than any other
value used ?
b. What mood is produced by an excess of
black in the above case ?
c. Generally where does the darkest area
occur in the frame ?
d. What colors look best with black ?
e. How does the use of black increase the
beauty of the silver ?
f. Do you think the photographer made overuse
of black in taking the film ?
g. Does black look better with brilliant or
weak colors ?
8. Choose models as in core activity number five
for a demonstration of becoming and appropriate
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B. 8. colors to "be worn on the head. Ribbons,
flowers, kerchiefs, hats and feather ornaments
should be discussed. The ornament must be con-
sidered with reference to the color of costume,
complexion, hair and eyes of the individual,
and appropriateness to occasion, season and
time of day. Carefully consider color value,
since facial features depend for emphasis on
the amount of black and white in the headdress.
9. Draw a portrait of a class member wearing a
becoming headdress. Several students may work
from the same model. Strive for a harmony of
color values mainly. Happy values are light;
depressing values are black. A blackboard
diagram will assist you in locating features
on your portrait. (Refer to activity guide on
pages 77-80).
10. Invite an authority on the use of make-up
to demonstrate choice and application of
cosmetics. Good grooming should be mentioned,
also cleansing the skin, and the importance
of a powder foundation. The avoidance of
overuse of cosmetics , (which gives the appearance
of a mask) should be pointed out. Function of
lotions, creams and ointments should be discussed
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B. 10. The choice of lipstick color and rouge and
correct application may be demonstrated.
Disouss different reds for different occasions.
11. Look at the slides which have been selected
for the purpose of showing how artists who
paint people achieve a color effect. Note
how colors are chosen to increase the attractive-
ness of the model, to produce a color mood,
and to harmonize with other colors in the
picture. Look for small areas of bright colors,
large areas of light or neutral colors, and
a balance of warm and cool colors. The follow-
ing pictures or similar studies may be shown:
a. Fragonard- "L'Etude"
,
browns and
yellow emphasize warm tones in head
which is set off by the cool white
of the collar.
b. Fragonard- "L 1 Inspiration"
,
more
intense color than the previous ex-
ample as the man is a more vigorous
type.
c. Clouet- "Portrait of Francis, 1st
King of France," harsh and austere
effect of black and white; greatest
warmth in background.
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Greuze- "The Broken Pitcher," warm tones
of skin, hair and eyes repeated in flowers
and dress.
e. Sanzio- "Portrait of a Young Man," blue
eyes heightened by blue black suit and
green contrasting with hair.
f. Russell- "Girl with Cherries," blue-eyed
brunette wears a blue-white dress and blue
sash; pinks of complexion in cherries.
g. Vermeer- "The Pacemaker," local color of
face and hair repeated in gold of dress;
simple red, yellow, blue harmony.
h. Metsys- "The Banker and his Tife," man in
cool blues and blacks; woman wears warm
colors.
i. Romney- "Lady Hamilton," figure entirely
warm colors balanced by a little cool
green in background.
j. Renoir- "Girl in a Thite 3onnet," char-
acteristic of Renoir to use warm tones;
hair emphasized by background green.
k. Corot- "Girl in Red," intense values.
1# Bellini- "Portrait of a Youth," same as
the previous picture in color analysis.
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m, Vermeer- "Portrait of a Young Woman,"
complementary hues with warm tones dominant
as in face.
n. Maitre de Moulins- "Portrait of a Woman,"
black and white, solemnity and lack of
emotional expression.
1£. Report on a recent motion picture in color or
report on the scenery and color of costumes of
a recent play.
13. The teacher will point out the use of color
to express mood consistently found in the works
of well-known artists. For example :
a. Rembrandt- mystery
b. Monet- tranquillity
c. Bodge McKnight- joy
d. Renoir- warmth
e. Begas - delicacy
14. Rind examples of mood expressed by color in
comic strips. Clip each frame of moods repre-
i
senting :
Joy
Sadness
Excitement
Solemnity
Coldness
Depression
Aggression
Stimulation
Action
Peace
Warmth
Austerity
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The teacher will demonstrate group arrangement.
Use of fabrics, natural objects, fruit, shells,
colored yam, flowers, ribbons, colored paper,
mirrors, animal models, Christmas ornaments,
pottery, metallic objects, embroidered materi-
als and glass beads may be discussed. All
groups should conform to the principles of
color harmony.
The class will be divided into groups. Each
group with a leader will arrange a still-life
group or table centerpiece.
Eote the use of color mood in architecture
in slides showing various types of buildings.
For example:
a. Gray churches- austerity
b. Bright theatres- gaiety
c. White bakery shops- cleanliness
d. Weutral courthouses- solemnity
Write down examples of mood color in architect-
ure .
Mount one picture of architecture or painting
and letter the dominating mood of color.
Select a photograph in values of gray and
number the values to correspond to the values
scale
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20* list the reasons for using certain colors in
housing as shown in the slides selected to show
following features :
a. Dark roof reduces excess height in too
tall house.
h. Second story shutters darker than first
story shutters also reduce height of too
tall house.
c. Gingerbread houses are more attractive
with trim and body of house in one color;
attention from poor design may also be
distracted by use of contrasting color
in lower story shutters and front door.
d. Cape Cod house with dormers will look
taller if house color is applied to
dormers; also, light roof makes Cape Cod
house taller.
e. Tall houses with dormers should have
dormers a darker value than body so as
to blend with roof, which color may be
repeated in shutters for greater harmony.
f. Since chimneys usually look too large or
too small, they should be painted color
of the body of the house.
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20 Trim and sash of windows should be color• £•
of body of house unless attention is to
be called to the windows rather than to
mass of the house.
h. Since the front door should express welcome
and hospitality, it should be a contrast-
ing color which acts as a focal point for
the exterior of the house.
i. Small houses look larger if painted a
light or advancing color, which increases
the apparent size.
j. large houses seem smaller and less barny
if painted a gray, neutral or dark color.
k. When the walls of a house are not unified,
but consist of combined materials or text-
ures, paint the entire surface one color,
and bring in unity by painting window
6/
sashes a contrasting color. w
21. Select a black and white photograph of a
house and transpose into color, using water
colors. Analyze your results according to
the features which were emphasized in the
previous lesson.
\/ Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, "Color Dynamics" , Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania, pp.6-7.
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22.
List all the examples you can find of balanced
harmony of hue or value or intensity in the
68
film "Down "there the ITorth Begins." Balance
of hue occurs in the warm and cool hues of red
rocks and blue-green sky. Note that warm
colors are dominant. Cool dominant harmonies
are balanced by the landscape scenes with
figures dressed in red and yellow. Small areas
of a balancing factor are stronger. Small
amounts of black balance large amounts of
white. Black increases the brilliance of the
vivid plumage, hues of tropical birds, as well
as balancing the bright colors.
23. Construct a room to scale. Plan four walls
and floor. Cut openings for windows and doors.
Make furniture from drawing paper, cardboard
or cigar boxes which have been sandpapered until
smooth. Plan a dominant warm or cool harmony
balanced by accents of an opposing hue. Three
or four students may work together. See pages
from magazines on color schemes for rooms.
24. Choose a piece of wall paper and be prepared
to tell where and how the color and design
would affect the appearance of a room. What
would be the best color scheme for appointments
of the room ?
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25. List accessories for interior decoration other
than furniture and draperies which should have
harmonizing color schemes.
26. Paint a beautiful piece of pottery or glass
relating color to size and shape of the object.
A graceful vessel looks beautiful if painted
a delicate color. Heavy pottery should be
neutral or dark. Clear glass is best for
simple shapes. Small vases or pottery may be
in warm hues. Cool colors are best for large
vases. Subjective coloring should be used for
shapes that are not beautiful.
27. Paint a room section
,
( corner, end or side)
selected or imagined which creates a color mood.
Tranquillity will be suitable for a bedroom.
Cleanliness should be reflected in a kitchen.
Restfulness may be the atmosphere of the libra-
ry. A dining room should be conducive by color
to the pleasure of eating. A dim and religious
light is not the best. Avoid overuse of one
color. A well planned balance of hues is the
criterion. Add a little black to tints and
white to dark colors
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28* Select a magazine illustration of color harmony
for the table, either food or table decoration.
The following list of colors has been suggested
70
as indicating savor :
pure colors tints
warm red
orange
warm yellow
true green
browns and tans
white and cream-white
pinks
pale orange
warm pale yellow
pale true green (sweet
and delicious)
pale blue and violet
( sweet
)
Table accessories should repeat the above
colors and harmonize with them. Since food
is generally a warm color, white and pale blue
is generally considered the best accessory
choice for balance. Silver also adds to the
attractiveness of the formal table. Linen with
a touch of warm color is best for oiled wooden
tables. Wooden salad bowls and pewter candle
sticks also are in harmony. The candles should
be creamy white, with a warm color scheme.
29. A style show, exhibit and tea will give pupils
opportunity to show parents what the pupils
have discovered and learned in the home ec-
onomics and art department. Printing depart-
ment may make invitations. English depart-
ment may do the dialogue for the style show.
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29, Boys may be in charge of the lighting effects
and hospitality.
. Optional related activities.”
1. Make a lapel pin with leather scraps, bits of
wire and feathers, and complementary colors.
Use a contrast effect.
2. Design a stencil for a bridge table luncheon
set and carefully choose a color harmony of
not more than three colors.
3. Make and paint a papier-mache mask to represent
a color mood or familiar character.
4. Make a colorful belt of burlap with bright
scraps of old felt hats appliqued on with
buttonhole stitch. Use embroidery thread.
5. Stencil design a handkerchief or scarf.
6. Write a report on a style show.
7. Make a block print design for the hem of a
dress or kerchief.
8. Design a bouquet to be hand painted on a blouse.
9. Bring something from home to paint: trays, old
toys that need rejuvenating, or wooden boxes
which may be decorated.
10.
Design a block print to be transferred to cloth
for a wall hanging.
7/ Roy 0. Billett, Ojd. oit . , p.507.
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11. Visit a furniture store display and write a
composition on what you saw.
12. Make a house of clay and wire it to cardboard
while it is wet. Let dry over night. Then
paint and decorate according to principles
learned in item number 20.
13. Report on the use of color in stained glass
windows.
14. A group of pupils may demonstrate the use of
accessories- jewelry, gloves, shoes and hand-
bags- in costume design.
15. Design a color scheme for a rug, either braided
or hooked, to be used in the interior shown in
item number 23.
16. Make ear rings or a pin with shells and cement.
Dye the shells with colored pencil and water.
Set flower design on glass. When dry or hard,
lift as one unit and attach to pin or ear ring
foundation. Make a cool or warm harmony accord-
ing to person for whom intended.
17. Report on any one of the following :
The Art and History of Hooked Rugs
Monroe Chemical Company
3rd and Oak Streets
Quincy, Illinois
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17, fibres and fabrics of the Future
L. C. Chase Company
295 Fifth Avenue
Hew York, n.Y.
Your Guide to Bayon
Cotton-Textile Institute
320 Broadway
New York, n.Y.
Color Strategy for Wartime America
Time Tested Paint Laboratory
11001 Madison Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Season to Taste
McCormick and Company
Baltimore 2, Maryland
Planning Lunches for the School Child
Evaporated Milk Association
307 n. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois
The Picture Book of Hug and Carpet Making
The Bigelow Weavers
140 Madison Avenue
new York, n.Y,
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17 Colorama
Alexander Smith and Sons Carpet Company-
Box Fo* 551
Yonkers, F.Y.
Color Clues to Home Beauty
The Bigelow Weavers
140 Madison Avenue
Few York, F.Y*
The Charm of Color
Monroe Chemical Company
3rd and Oak Streets
Quincy, Illinois
The Fu-Wood Color Harmonizer
Wood Conversion Company
1st Fational Bank Building
St* Paul, Minnesota
Chinaware- Its Selection and Maintenance
Onondaga Pottery Company
Syracuse, Few York
Romance of Men’s Feckwear
Beau Brummel Ties, Inc.
Cincinnati, Ohio
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75
Lees Cochrane Company, Inc*
Bridgeport, Pennsylvania
A Portfolio of £12 Ideas for Your Post-War Home
Alexander Smith and Sons Carpet Company
Box Ho. 551
Yonkers, il.Y.
The Art of Gracious living
Towle Manufacturing Company
Box 111
Mewburyport, Mass.
How to Remodel Interiors
Upson Company
Lockport, U.Y.
Glass
Owens Illinois Glass Company
Toledo 1, Ohio
Teaching Cotton Bags Hew Tricks
national Cotton Council
Memphis 1, Tennessee
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18* Plan a discussion for the benefit of the
entire class of some color problem which will
constitute a pupil review of color study,
,
Any of the following core activities may be
chosen as a basis for the lesson :
Gore activity numbers 3,4,5,8,10,15,and 17
Select a committee for the review lesson and
consult with the teacher for suggestions.
i/
D. Evaluative Activities.
1. Take a practice test on core activities 3,5,8,
and 28, as they are completed.
2. Be prepared to take mastery completion tests
on core activities 10 and 20.
3. Take a mastery test, in the form of a multiple
response test, upon the completion of core
activities 11, 13, and 17.
8/ Roy 0. Billett, ojd. cit . , p. 508
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Portraiture Study Guide for Activity dumber Nine
1. Place the model so that you will see definite il-
lumination on the model. It will he easier to see
the planes of the head if the light falls on the
sitter from one direction. Place the model near a
window; avoid two corner windows.
2. Place the model so that the background will be
middle value or darker.
3. To pose the model, ask the model to turn the head
at different angles; slightly raised, slightly lower-
ed, to the right and to the left. Select an interest-
ing and natural position. Ask the model to locate
a focal point opposite the eyes so that the same
position may be taken after a rest period. The
model may rest for five minutes after a twenty-
minute pose.
4. Make a finder by cutting a window in a piece of
paper. The window should be the same proportion
as the drawing paper.
5. Look at the model through the finder and move the
finder about until you have framed an interesting
composition. Notice background shapes. Background
areas should vary in size and shape.
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Portraiture Study Guide for Activity Humber Nine
60 Quickly block in silhouette of figure against
background to identify your composition.
7. Block in size of head, neck and shoulders with
pencil, charcoal or chalk.
8 . Draw a vertical line through center of face to
indicate direction of head.
9. Draw two lines to indicate size and direction of
neck.
10. Draw two lines to indicate thickness and direction
of shoulders.
11. Make an oval for head, small end at chin.
12. Block in principal planes of head :
a. Top
b. Sides
c. Front
13o Decide on location of the three principal values
relating to the planes of the head. The lowest
value will not be very dark as compared to a piece
of black paper. Save low value accents for head
dress and costume
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Portraiture Study Guide for Activity Fumber Fine
14. Pill in sketchily, the three values which should
be quite definite and uniform.
15. Locate the features.
16. Draw a curved vertical line to divide the face at
the nose. Follow direction of face.
17. Draw two lines at right angles to vertical line
to divide head into three equal parts.
18. Locate eyebrows and tip of nose in relation to
these lines.
19. Outline features.
20. Shade portrait if you are working in value.
21. The side of the skull, face, eye sockets, nose,
and lips may be in shadow. Keep even the darkest
lines light in the face.
22. Look at the hair to see if there is a high light.
Do not spend more time on the hair than on the face.
Hair should be done sketchily or it will look like
a wig.
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Portraiture Study Guide for Activity Humber Hine
23* Color the light planes of the face a uniform pigment
color composed of pink, blue, and yellow. Use blue
sparingly. Blondes have less red in skin color
than brunettes.
24. leave a white spot on the eyes if there is a high
light.
25. Hotice the variation in color of upper and lower
lip. The upper lip, usually in shadow, is darker.
26. Emphasize the warmth in coloration of head dress
and costume of a brunette, and the coolness of
accessories of a blonde.
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CHAPTER IV
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS

CHAPTER IV
AUDIOVI SITAX AIDS
A View of Selected Articles on Use of
Audiovisual Aids in Art Instruction
Reports on use of audiovisual aids in art instruction *
—
A technique of instruction especially related to the field
of art, since art involves perceptual media, is the use of
teaching aids. The term "audiovisual aid" in the "broad sense
includes maps, field trips, and other extensive materials;
hut the term here will he limited to mean slides, film-slides,
and motion-picture materials* As a rule , learning is acceler-
ated when objectified. The need for oh rectification in the
teaching of art is comparatively great, since the teacher
often has difficulty in overcoming the intangible qualities
of the subject. By working to establish in the classroom
procedure those attributes of science, efficiency and organi-
1 /
zation, the handicaps will be somewhat overcome. “ Efficiency
resulting from the use of teaching aids was demonstrated by
the recent army and navy instruction methods. Although skill
and technique should not be overemphasized in art education,
the use of visual aids offers advantages in this phase of
1/ Thomas Monroe , "Art in American Life and Education", The
fortieth Yearbook of the Uational Society for the Study of
Bducation
,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, 1941, pp. 258-259.
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2/
learning. Paul P.ankin cites an example of the use of
motion pictures in the development of skill;
It is said that the Japanese developed the
swimming strokes of their champions after
a long research by the aid of motion pictures
for the purpose of selecting the optimum
swimming stroke. While motion pictures had
been known for only a limited number of years,
swimming had been known almost since the
beginning of the human race. Uo one apparently
had sensed previously the possibility of
using motion pictures as an aid to the selec-
tion of the best swimming stroke. 3/
The development of skill is only one of the many uses
of teaching aids for art education. Though the purpose may
be considered negligible by some educators, many instances
may be found where slides have been used for the testing of
art preferences and aesthetic judgment. Three records appear,
citing the more valauble use of aids in unique classroom
procedures. In the description of a unit of work, Ann Gale
4/
reports that slides were successfully used.- Two full peri-
ods were devoted to the showing and discussion of slides.
The class viewed pictures to discover beautiful lines in
painting, sculpture, and architecture. The second phase of
the unit on lines expressing feeling prompted another view-
ing of slides. Another procedure was employed by Emily
2/ Stephen M. Corey, "Classroom Use of Motion Pictures,"
School Review
,
March, 1945, p.27.
3/ Paul Rankin, "Educational Diagnosis," The Thirty-Fourth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education
,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois,
1935, p.489
•
4/Ann Gale, "A Unit of High School Art Work," Design .December
,
1933, Vol. 35, p.10.
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Earnham who showed motion pictures of swans for direct in-
5/
spiration in the creation of designs. Swans were studied
for the purpose of drawing conventionalized designs. Sherman
Hoyt used slides in an experiment to determine "a clearcut
hypothesis as to the nature of the creative act in drawing
and painting which is basic to satisfactory work in these
fields.” ^ Possibilities for other uses of motion pictures
in art education were summarized in a forward thinking article
by Elias Katz, who apparently was pioneering in the field
of audiovisual aids in art education at that time. He made
an interesting suggestion for the use of the botanical film
"Plant Growth” in studying line and form expressing grace
1/
and power. Strength is expressed in the unfolding lines
of the fern ”fiddleheads.” Grace is shown in the later
development of growth in the sweeping fern fronds. Some
progress has been made since then, for we now have a number
of films showing technical art processes. There is a diver-
sity of opinion in regard to the relative merit of art teach-
ing materials. One startling opinion is worthy of note:
5/ Emily Farnham, "Motion Pictures Offer Hew Inspiration,”
Design
,
April, 1934, Vol.35, p.18.
6/ Sherman I. Hoyt, "A Demonstration in Hew Methods of Teach-
ing Art,” Educational Research Bulletin, Vol .XXII , October 13,
1943, p.189.
2/ Elias Katz, ’’Motion Pictures Aid Art Education,” Design ,
January, 1934, Vol.35, p.6.
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It may well be that the teacher of history
or geography or English who has a clear ap-
preciation of the relation of the arts to
his own particular field of interest, and
who is skillful in the use of illustrative
material, may exert a more powerful influ-
ence upon his pupils than can the teacher
of art himself. 8/
An opposite viewpoint regarding illustrative materials
is held by James Grimes. It is true that "reproductions do
not stimulate the same responses from pupils as original
works of art," and that "creative imagination is the least
important objective in teaching art appreciation by the use
of reproductions. The potential resources of a locality
9/
should be investigated first." However, concrete materi-
als offer learning experiences and should be used for the
enrichment of classroom activity. The use of audiovisual
aids in art research is quite widespread and may be taken
as an indication of important contributions which they may
otherwise make to art education.
8/ Frederick Keppel, "International Understanding Through
The Public School Curriculum, " Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of
the national Society for the Study of Education
,
Public
School Publishing Company, BloomingTon, Illinois, 1937, p.226.
9/ James W, Grimes, "The Problem of Materials in Art Education’,'
Educational Research Bulletin
,
January, 1944, Vol.23, p.21.
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Suggestions for the Use of Films
and Slides in Art Instruction
85
Vi sual education methods ,— In connection with the
foregoing unit, the use of films and slides has been in-
cluded as a possible means of objectifying the course. The
introductory activity of the unit on color is built around
the film produced by the General Electric Company, In using
such a film the teacher should take into account the following
outline for the best possible use of the film.
1. Teacher preparation
a. Get film that ties up with teaching at the
proper time. (Orders for films must be made
in advance).
b. Preview the film and make a note of film con-
tent. When may the film be used to best ad-
vantage ? (Introduction? Middle ? Climax ?
Review ?) How may the film be integrated with
the course of study ?
c. Decide what portions of this content you want
to get across to your class.
d. Make out a list of questions to direct the
students' study of the film.
2. Pupil preparation
a. Show film once to pupils.
b. Prepare class with the proper vocabulary and
list of directing questions.
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• Show film second time and give pupils opportunity
to take notes the second time film is shown.
4. Discuss film and questions with class and at a
later date test pupils on film.
5. Plan future activities.
6. Evaluate film by keeping a record of results.
A record of the film may be kept on file by the use of
3 by 5 cards. Information which is to be placed on the cards
may be selected from the list, obviously too long, which ap-
pears below. The teacher may select information for the card
according to his time and needs.
Teacher Subject Grade Glass
Film Title
Distributor Producer
Silent Sound Heels
Color Cost Size
Description of film fuse other side of paper to outline
film content)
1. Type of film
a. story
b
. text'
2. Objectionable qualities
a * Advertizing d. Language
13 • Propaganda e. Condition of film
°* Conduct f. Too difficult
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3.
Action
a. Is there sufficient action to warrant a motion
picture ?
b. Can most of the material he illustrated by
still pictures ?
4, Subject matter
a. Does the film bring to the pupil material
otherwise unobtainable ?
b. Is the subject matter correct ?
5, Correlation with curriculum
a. Does the film correlate with a unit in the
curriculum ?
b. Does the motion picture increase the scope
of the curriculum ?
6, Method
a. Is the content of the film logically arranged ?
b. Is the content of the film psychologically
arranged ?
c. Do the pupils learn actively ?
7.
Interest
a. Are the pupils interested in the film ?
b. Does the film result in increasing the number
of pupils' intelligent questions about the
subject being considered ?
c. TThat is the desirability of showing the film
more than once ?
8.
Projection
a. Describe the structural condition of the film,
b. Describe the mechanical equipment.
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9. Results with teachers
a. Does the film enable the teacher to teach the
specific subject matter with better results
than with other methods ? (Better grades).
b. Does the film enable the teacher to teach the
specific subject matter, which would otherwise
be difficult or impossible to teach ?
Films made purposely for art classes are not very plenti-
ful, to be sure, but many films on various subjects may be
selected and put to good use in the art class. Many color
films are adaptable to use in the study of color. Profession-
al photographers are often consistent in color selection for
harmony, which may be studied for greater understanding of
the principles of color harmony. The photographer of Mesi can
Moods relied solely upon the use of black to create color
mood. Down Where the Forth Begins is an example of balanced
values and intensities. As mentioned previously, films may
be viewed to study line, form, and other art elements. Motion
pictures have been found to be an excellent means of motiva-
tion. Such films as Curves of Color may be introduced as a
motivating activity. The Young America Paints series of
films seem to be best adapted to the purpose of motivation.
Slides may be used for various purposes. The strong
impression which slides make on the observer rests partly
in the fact that the light range of a slide is 1000-1, while
with pigment it is 30-1. Teachers are cautioned to select
slides directly related to the classroom lesson, to show only
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those slides which are most useful, and to limit the number
of slides to include a set which can be shown without hurry-
ing, libraries and museums often have slides (which are
seldom borrowed). Commercial distributors such as the Key-
stone View Company and the Society for Visual Education have
slides on many subjects which may be purchased for about
fifty cents.
Art teachers should qualify as good photographers, and
many do. A slide costs about twenty cents when taken on one
of the many popular commercial films. Mr. James Barclay,
of the Harvard University Audiovisual Aids Department rec-
ommends a kodak camera with a 5.6 or 3.5 lens, which sells
for approximately $16.85, for the 2” by 2" or 35 mm. slides.
For black and white pictures the size should be larger. Mr.
Barclay believes that the Ansco film does not require so
accurate an exposure. The Ansco camera is also recommended
for copying material for film slides which might be utilized
in activities thirteen and seventeen. The machine is priced
at about $41.00. For making lantern slides of pupils' work
and other material as in connection with activities number
sixteen, twenty, and twenty-six. The teacher should generally
set up the material out-of-doors. Exposures indoors are more
difficult to handle; and on a day when the sun is bright and
there is no wind, there will be little failure with pictures
taken outdoors. Such material is more easily filed than large
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posters or papier-mache figures or pottery, which the pupils
generally wish to keep anyway.
The final development in audiovisual aids is the motion
picture. In connection with the foregoing unit two possible
uses of the motion picture may be imagined. One use might be
for a teacher's own record of artists at work. A motion
picture taken of an artist arranging a flower group for a
flower show might be found very helpful in getting across
certain points for activities numbered fifteen and sixteen.
A teacher might engage the interest of a textile designer
for a similar purpose with activities number three and four.
An artist at work would create interest and afford suggestions
for number nine. A record of a style show would be interest-
ing for one or two years, or until the styles had noticeably
changed. A more valuable record would be a style show in
which the pupils themselves participated, thus creating social
interest. Suggestions along these lines in connection with
the accompanying unit are unlimited, so it becomes the problem
of the teacher to select whatever activity he wishes to have
as a permanent record. In any case, the teacher must make
certain that there are actors and actresses to be filmed or
that it is motion that is being photographed. Otherwise,
Kodachrome slides would serve a more useful purpose.
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APPENDIX

APPETTDIX
The following pages on audiovisual aid material contain
a list of films, film slides, slides, and their sources.
It becomes necessary for the teacher desiring to use audio-
visual aids to consult the catalogs listed for descriptions
of the films, in order to obtain proper material for the
projector at hand and the best available projection material
for the art lesson.
.SELECTED EDUCATIONAL MCTI01T PICTURES
Committee on Motion Pictures in Education
American Council on Education
Washington, D. C., 1942.
1. Art in Industry (General Motors)
2. Art of the Mangbetu
3* Arts and Crafts of Mexico
4# Broad Stroke Drawing
5. Etching
6. Erom Clay to Bronze
7. History of Painting
8* Metal Crafts
9. Mexican Art
10* Modes and Motors
11. Native Arts of Old Mexico
12. Pagodas of Peiping
13. Plastic Art
14. Pottery
15. Pottery Making
16. Pottery Making (The Cast Method)
17. Sculpture
18. Stone Carving
19. The Last of the Wood Engravers
20. Work of Rembrandt
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EDUCATIONAL FILM GUIDE
Dorothy E. Cook and Eva Hahbek-Smith
The H. H. Wilson Company
New York, 1944.
1. A B C of Pottery Making (The Coil Method)
2* Action
3. Angkor Wat
4. American Handicrafts
5* Animals
6. Architects of England
7. Art and Life in Belgium
8* Art Metal Work
9.
Black Pottery or the Black Earth of Coyotepec
10. Borobodor and the Bromo
11. Broad Stroke Drawing
12. Canadian Landscape
13. Chartres Cathedral
14. Churches and Cathedrals (Mexican)
15. Clay, Hands and Fire
16. Clay Pottery
17. Colonial Architecture
18. Composition and Story
19. Creative Design in Painting
20. Dawn of Art
21. Decorative Metal Work
22. Figures
23. Finger Painting
24. Flight of the Dragon
25. Fountains, Gardens and Statuary
26. From Clay to Bronze
27. Hands are Sure
28. Hands, Feet, Clothing and Drapes
29. Home Builders at Work
30. Home Place
31. How Stained Glass Windows are Made
32. How to Build a House in 78 Minutes
33. How Young America Paints
34. Last of the Wood Engravers
35. Linoleum Block Printing
36. Make a Linoleum Block
37. Make a Metal Plaque
38. Making a Stained Glass Window
39. Making Indian Head Painted Cloth
40. Making the Funnies
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41# Medal Maker
42. Metal Craft
43. Modern Lithographer
44. Modes and Motors
45. Monotype
46. Hew Towns for Old
47 0 Painted Pig
48. Paiters of Quebec
49. Patterns of American "Rural Art
50. Plastic Art
51. Plaster Casting
52. Pottery Making
53. Puebla
54* Red Pottery of Tzintzuntzan
55. Sculpture in Stone
56. Shelter
57. Silver
58. Silversmith
59. Simple Block Printing
60. Story of Shade Tree Care
61. Symphonies in Stone
62. Tableware
63o Technique of Plaster Sculpture
64. Temples in Many Creeds
65. Throwing on the Wheel
66. Tree Planting
67. Trees in Water Color
68. Will and the Way
69. William Cropper at Work
70. Young America Paints I
71. Young America Paints II
72. Your Town
BELL AITD HOWELL FILMOSOUHD LIBRARY
Catalog of Educational Motion Pictures
Bell and Howell Company
7100 McCormick Hoad, Chicago 45, Illinois
1. A B C of Puppet Making I
2. A B C of Puppet Making II
3. Architects of England
4. Art
5. American Handicrafts
6. Broads troke Drawing
7. Canadian Landscape
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8. Candle Making
9, Canterbury Cathedral
10.
Cartoonland Mysteries
11 • Chartres Cathedral
12. Churches and Cathedrals
13. City Planning
14. Clay Pottery
15. Cloth of Kings
16. Colonial Architecture
17. Coil Method of Pottery Making
18. Decorative Metal Work
19. Drypoint- A Demonstration
20. XVIII Century Life in Williamsburg, Virginia
21. Elementary Bookbinding
22. Elements of Photography
23. Ely Cathedral
24. Prom Clay to Bronze
25. Gloucester Cathedral
26. How Stained Glass Windows are Made
27. How to Draw Cartoons
figures
Action
Heads and Expression
Animal
s
Hands, feet, Clothing and Drapes
Composition and Story
28. Leather Work
29. Lincoln Cathedral
30. Linoleum Block Cutting and Printing
31. Litchfield Cathedral
32. Loom Weaving
33. Making a Gift Box
34. Making a Lithograph
35. Making a Monotype
36. Making a Stained Glass Window
37. Making Batik in Java
38. Making the funnies
39. Marionettes
40. Mission to America
41. Hative Arts of Mexico
42. Peterborough Cathedral
43. Pottery Making
44. St. Paul T s Cathedral
45. Salisbury Cathedral
46. Sculpture in Stone
47. Silk Screen Process
48. Simple Block Printing
49. The Art of Spinning and Weaving
50. The Etcher’s Art
'.
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51. The Home Place
52. The Last of the Wood Engravers
55.
The Medal Maker
54. The Mother
55. The Silversmith
56. Toys from Odds and Ends
57. Treasure Trove of Jade
58. Vanishing American Art
59. Watching the Wayangs
60. Wells Cathedral
61. Westminster Abbey
62. Winchester Cathedral
63. York Cathedral
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EDUCATIONAL SCREEN FILM CATALOG
64 East Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois
1. Architecture
2. Art in Living
3. Art in Negro Schools
4. Art in San Francisco
5. Art Treasures in the Vatican
6. Dawn of Art
7. Teaching Creative Design
8. The Negro in Art
MIMEOGRAPHED BULLETIN ON CLASSIFICATION OF
MOTION PICTURE FILMS AVAILABLE FOR RENT
Boston University Audiovisual Aids Department
84 Exeter Street, 3oston, Massachusetts
1. Arts and Crafts of Mexico
2. Art of Spinning and Weaving
3. Curves of Color
4. Drypoint, A Demonstration
5. Etcher's Art
6. From Clay to Bronze
7. Furniture Craftsmen
8. Last of the Wood Engravers
9. Medal Maker, The
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10* Metal Craft
11. Mexican Murals
12. Modern Lithographer
13. Native Arts of Old Mexico
14. Pottery Making
15. Silversmith, The
16. Stone Carving
17. Wooden Faces of Totonicapan
MIMEOGRAPHED BULLETIN ON CLASSIFICATION
OF MOTION PICTURES AVAILABLE FOR
USE IN BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Boston Teachers 1 College
Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts
1 • Art
2. Art of Spinning and leaving
3. Arts and Crafts of the American Indian
4. Arts and Crafts of Mexico
5. Arts of China
6. Canadian Landscape
7. Capers in Clay
8. Carving in Lucite
9 o Clay Pottery I
10. Clay Pottery II
11. Creative Design in Painting
12. Decorative Metal Work I
13. Decorative Metal Work II
14. Drypoint- A Demonstration
15. Elementary Bookbinding
16. Elementary Manual Training I
17. Elementary Training,Manual II
18. Essentials of Wood Turning
19. From Clay to Bronze
20. Heights and Depths
21. Hobbies
22. Last of the Wood Engravers
23. Leather Work I
24. Leather Work II
25. Making a Bronze Statue
26. Making a Gift Box
27. Making a Monotype
28. Making Stained Glass Windows
29. Marionettes I
30. Marionettes II
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31# Medal Maker
32. Metal Craft
33. Plaster Carving
34. Pottery Making
35. Sculpture in Stone
36. Simple Block Printing I
37. Simple Block Printing II
38. Soap Sculpture
39. Stone Carving
40. The Etcher
1
s Art
41. The Silversmith
42. Toys from Odds and Ends I
43. Toys from Odds and Ends II
44. Useful Knots
45. We Are All Artists
MOTIOIT PICTURES Oil ART PROM
MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES
1. Casting with Rubber Molds , (Handicraft Teaching Film
Series) Garrison Film Distributors, Inc.
,
1600
Broadway, New York City.
2. Furniture Making, Eastman Kodak Company, Teaching Films
Division, Rochester, New York.
3. Manufacture of Earthenware, University of New Hampshire,
General Extension Service, Visual Education Service,
Durham, New Hampshire.
4 0 Modeling a Portrait, Harmon Foundation, Inc.
140 Nassau Street, New York City.
5. Sew the Modem Way, Castle Films, Inc.,
R.C.A. Building, Rockefeller Center, New York.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS!IDES ON ART EDUCATION
FROM THE PICTUROL CATALOG
Society for Visual Education, Inc.
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois
1. Architecture in Europe, Development of
2. Italian Art, I to XVI Centuries

3.
4*
5 .
6 .
7.
8o
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
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Italian Art, XIII Century to Early XVI
Italian Painting, High Renaissance- XVI Century
Florentine, Umbrian, Venetian
Italian Sculpture, III to XV Centuries
Italian Art, Michelangelo- 1475-1564.
northern Painting- Flemish, Dutch
Painting, France and England- XVIII and XIX Centuries
Artists of the Renaissance (Italian) 1266-1576
Artists of the Renaissance (German,Flemish,Dutch and
Spanish) 1366-1675
Landseer, the Artist
Rosa Bonheur, the Artist
Navajo Silversmiths
Pueblo Pottery
African Sculpture
The Art and Civilization of the Maya
Art in the South Seas
Arts and Crafts of the American Indians
Arts and Crafts of Negro Africa
Arts and Crafts of the Pennsylvania Germans
Chinese Buddhist Art
The Development of Greek Sculpture
The Development of Greek Vase Painting
Egyptian Art
The Value of Chinese Painting in Art Instruction
3000 KODACHROME LANTERN SLIDES OF ART AVAILABLE
FOR THE TOPICS LISTED
Society for Visual Education, Inc.
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois
1. Architecture
2. Costumes
3. Dances
4. Design and Crafts
5. Interior Decoration
6. Landscape Gardening
7. Literature
8. Paintings, Juvenile
9. Paintings, Religious
10. Paintings, Secular
11. Sculpture
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LANTERN SLIDES AVAILABLE TO EDUCATIONAL GROUPS
WITH MEMBERSHIP IN COLOR SLIDES COOPERATIVE
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey
1* Bronze Portrait Heads
2. Canadian-French Paintings
3. Dutch Paintings
4. Egyptian Gold Cups and Jewelry
5* English Paintings
6. Flemish Paintings
7. French XIX Century Paintings
8* Fresco Technique Painting
9,
Frick Collection
10. Greek Vases
11. Italian Paintings
12. Marble Statues
13. 1940 World's Fair Pictures
14. Oriental Art
15. Survey of American Painting
4
LANTERN SLIDES ON ART EDUCATION
Munday and Collins
814 W. 8th Street, Los Angeles, California
1. Function and Form in Modem Housing
2. Modem Ceramic Art
3. Revelation of Beauty in Nature
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SOURCES OE EDUCATIONAL AUDIOVISUAL AIDS
1. Bell Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois
2. Brandon Eilms, Inc., 1600 Broadway, Hew York, N.Y.
3* Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
405 West 117th Street, New York, N.Y.
4. Chicago Art Institute, Chicago, Illinois
5. Color Slides Cooperative, Princeton University,
Princeton, New Jersey
6. Coronet Magazine, Educational Department,
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois
7. Encyclopedia Britannica Eilm Company,
20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois
8* Eilm Classic Exchange, Eredonia, New York
9.
Ceneral Motors Eilm Corporation,
Broadway at 57th Street, New York, N.Y.
10. Ideal Pictures Corporation and Affiliates,
Suite 600, 1600 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.
11. Keystone View Company, Meadville, Pennsylvania
12* Metropolitan Museum of Art Eilm Library, New York, N.Y.
13. National Eilm Board of Canada,
620 Eifth Avenue, New York 20, N.Y.
14. Netherlands Information Bureau,
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.
15. New York University Eilm Library, New York, N.Y.
16. Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
140 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois

101
17. Swedish Travel Information Bureau,
630 Fifth Avenue, ITew York 20, H.Y.
18. Teaching Filins Custodians, Inc.,
25 "Test 43rd Street, Hew York, IT.Y.
19. The Atlantic Befining Company, Film lending Library,
260 South Broad Street, Philadelphia 2, Pennsylvania
20. University of Pennsylvania, University Museum,
c
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SELECTED OTOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
1. Anderson, A. Marie, Syllabus of Design and Color
,
Bruce Publishing Company, New York, 1933.
An extensive outline of principles of use
and criteria for judging color and design.
2. Billett, Roy 0., Fundamentals of Secondary School
Teaching
,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston ,1940
•
An analysis of teaching method with emphasis on
the unit method of teaching.
3. Birren, Faber, Color in Modern Packaging
,
Crimson
Press, Westport
,
Connecticut, 1940. Contains
many interesting points on color study applied
to practical advertising problems.
4*
, ,
Functional Color
,
Crimson Press,
New York, 193V. Factors of color use are
applied to problems in architecture, food,
decoration, and other materials.
5* Board of Education, Detroit, Michigan, (published
by), Tentative Outlines in Art, Files No*
4535, 1446, 2490, 4251, 3§68
,
1942-1945.
Variously organized outlines with a number
of sketchily outlined units, in most cases.
6. Commission on Secondary School Curriculum, The
Visual Arts in General Education
,
D.Apple ton-
Century Company, Few York, 1940. Largely a
discussion of the psychological factors in-
volved in teaching adolescents.
7* Department of Public Schools, Providence, Rhode
Island, Junior High School Art Education
,
Providence, Rhode Island, 1935. Brief out-
line with topic by topic suggestions for
correlation with other courses in the school.
8. Fine and Applied Arts Department, Cleveland Public
Schools, Cleveland, Ohio, Course of Study in
Fine and Applied Arts for Junior High Schools
,
Cleveland, Ohio, 1943. An art outline with
many suggestions for correlation of art with
cultural and other agencies.
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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fine Arts Staff of Teachers College, Columbia
University, Art Eduoatlon Today
,
Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College
,
Columbia
University, New York. An annual publication
which deals with current art education problems
in articles written by art educators throughout
the country.
Graves, Maitland, The Art of Color and Design
,
McGraw-Hill Book Company , Inc.
,
ITew York, 1941.
An up-to-date comprehensive analysis of design
and color principles with illustrations and the
theory governing use of these principles.
Hempstead, Laurene
,
Color and Line in Dress
,
Prentice-
Hall Company, Inc., New York, 1931. A detailed
study of color problems related to various types
of individuals.
Kerr, Rose N., "Art Education in the High Schools,"
School Arts, 35:581, June, 1936. A New York City
art teacher expresses her means of approach in
teaching art.
Knapp, Harriet E.
,
Design Approach to Crafts ; a Philosophy
of Appreciation , Holden Publishing Co. .Springfield.
The last word in simple and excellent design (1945)
in modern utilitarian products.
Los Angeles Public Schools, Junior High School Art
,
Los Angeles, California" Art course material
in separate mimeographed forms: outline on
color study, topics and objectives for an art
course.
Luckiesh, M.
,
Light and Color in Advertising and
Merchandising
,
D. Van Nostrand Company, New York,
1923. An excellent account of practical color
problems and their solution by psychological color
theories
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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
16* Payant, Felix, Our Changing Art Education
,
Eeramic
Studio Publishing Company, Columbus, Ohio, 1935*
Contains many ideas for consideration in planning
a progressive art course.
17. State Department of Education, Tentative Course of
Study in Art for Arkansas Secondary Schools
,
Bulletin Yo. till. The Arkansas Cooperative
Program to Improve Instruction, Little Rock,
Arkansas, 1938. A fine art course containing
topics, objectives, and a brief outline of
procedures.
18. Townsend, Mary E.
,
and Alice G. Stewart, Audiovisual
Aids for Teachers
,
H.H. Wilson Company, Hew York,
1937. An excellent list of audiovisual aid sources.
19. Weinberg, I., Color in Everyday Life
,
Dodd Publishing
Company, Dew York, 1928. Certain timeless color
facts are thoroughly dealt with, although many of
the applications seem outmoded.
20. Westeren, C.W., "The Making of Inexpensive Slides,"
School Arts
,
39:69, October, 1939. Excellent
suggestions for the making of home made slides
for classroom use.
21. Wetherington, Julia, and committee. Art in the Public
Schools
,
Years I -XII
,
State Department of Public
Instruction, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1942.
An art outline with considerable material on aims,
and many new ideas for activities.
22* Whipple, G. M.
,
(editor), "Art in American Life and
Education," Fortieth Yearbook of the N.E.A .
The various problems and phases of art education
are discussed by different leaders in the field.
23. Whitford, William, Introduction to Art Education
,
D.
Apple ton-Century Company, New York, 1937.
A study of the business of organizing an art
program in the schools.

SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Yinslow, I eon, Art in Secondary Education
,
McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., Hew York, 1941.
Contains suggestions for art activities and
ideas on the theory of methods of instruction.
Young, A. R., (editor), Art Bibliography
,
Hew York,
Teachers ' College
,
Columbia University.
Reference source of books for art teachers and
admini strators
.
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ourse in art for
ninth grade
Date Due
FAUG 2 0 I9S3
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